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ABSTRACT

r The origin of this study of high-speed multipliers, the results of
lich are recorded in this report, is discussed Chapter I, Two measures
> be used in comparing arithmetic elements are also given here, In Chapter
the logical properties of the circuits envisioned for use in the realization

vr the multipliers are discussed; and symbols, vaitues of time delays and equip-
ment weights for the abstracted logical. blocks are given, Certain drawing con=

ventions, etc., are also listed, Chapter III gives a general framework within
which all the multipliers presented can be discussed and results in a classi-
fication of them. This framework is illustrated with reference to the Class I
multipliers. The purpose of Chapter IV is to catalogue the realizations of the
Class I multipliers and to discuss their special features. Breakdowns of the

equipment needed and estimates of the multiplication times are also Fiven in
this chapter. An explanation of the operation of the Class II and Class III
miltipliers will be fcund in Chapters V and VI. Specific examples of multi-
pliers of these two classes are also discussed here, and their equipment
counts and multiplication times are quoted. Furthermore, a definition is
chosen for the meaning of "an optimum mltinlier", and that multiplier of
those studied in Chapter VI which satisfies the definition is specified, A

comparison of most of the multipliers presented in the report is made in
Chapter VII, and the overall optimum multiplier when defined as in Chapter VI
is found. In addition some consideration is given to adapting the m:Ltipliers
disoussed to handle negative numbers and to perform addition, subtraction and

division.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to record and extend the results of a

study of high-speed multipliers undertaken as a part of the design of a high
speed, high reliability arithmetic element (a device for performing varicus
arithmetic operations upon coded numbers), This problem was approached in the

following manners

All the available designs which appeared to possess the desired charac-
teristics were to be considered in detail, and the "best" of these designs was

to be chosen for the final system. (In the interest of restricting the number

of the designs to be considered, two general statements can be made immediately
(1) High speed demands that only parallel systems to be considered. (2) If the
basic circuits are to be required to distinguish only two states, then cone

servation of equipment and logical simplicity require that the system handle
numbers in binary rather than decimal form.) As an aid to determining which

@ was the "best" among the designs considered, two numerical measures were

defined which would predict the speed and the relative reliability of any
specific design. These are discussed in the two following sections,



Loi A MEASURE OF SPEED: THE SinGLE ADDRESS INSTRUCTION TIME

The instructions proposed for the computer which would use this arith-

metic element can be broken down into three groups according to whether they

require one, two or three memory cycles.* For example: (1) "Shift right
n cigits" (sr n) requires only one access to the memory, namely that to

extract the instruction sr n, and therefore requires only one memory cycle.

(2) The "*mltiply" instruction requires two memory accesses One to extract

the instruction and one to extract the number to be operated upon. (3) The

left store" instruction requires three memory cycles: one to extract the instruc-

tion, a second cycle during which a parity check and a new parity count? are

being made, and a third during which the actual store operation takes place.

The instructions within each of these three groups can be classed accord-

ing to the length of time which the arithmetic element requires to perform them;

for instance, the instructions add, subtract, clear and add, and clear and sub-

tract require approximately the same length of time for execution and hence are

placed in the same class, The classes can be numbered consecutively from the

first class of the first group to the last class of the third group.

1. A memory cycle must occur whenever a number or an instruction is extracted
from or inserted into memory. A memory cycle requires a fixed amount of time,

2. Parity checks and parity counts are means for the computer to check the cor=
rect transfer of numbers to and from the memory. See .
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The definition of the single address instruction time (SAIT), which is
%o serve as a measure of the speed of an arithmetic element, is then as follows:

+
Py, (3M + 0,)(MSAIT

1= 1 (2M + 0.) 2
where m is the number of classes in the group of instructions which require

one memory access.

n is the number of classes in the group of instructions which require

two memory accesses.

p is the number of classes in the group of instructions which require
three memory accesses,

M is the memory cycle time. This is the minimum time which can elapse

between the initiation of the extraction of successive words from the

memory.

Py is the fraction of the instructions in a typical program which fall in
the class i. This fraction cannot be found by simply determining the

frequency of occurrence of the instructions in the written program, but

must take account of the possible repetition of certain sections of the

program either as subprograms or as conditional subprograms.

0, is the instruction overshoot time, It is the extra time, if any, required
for the execution of any instruction of the class in question beyond the
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end of the time required for the memory cycle or cycles.
1.2 A MEASURE OF RELIABILITY: THE WEIGHTED EQUIPMENT COUNT

Computers are not 1004 reliable because of sudden failures or gradual

deterioration of their physical components, Therefore, a measure of reliability
must relate to the physical components of the system.

The effects on the reliability of an arithmetic element due to gradual

deterioration of the physical comnonents can be greatly reduced with the aid
of marginal checking,> Moreover, conservative use of the physical components

tends to prevent their over rapid deterioration and further stops this effect
from adversely affecting the reliablility.

The occurrence of sudden failures cannot be avoided, but their frequency

can be decreased by careful choice of components and by minimizing the number of

components most subject to failure (tubes, diodes) which are necessary to con-

struct the system. Thus if it can be assumed that the systems whose reliabilities
are to be compared are constructed with carefully chosen and conservatively used

components, then an approximate relative measure of reliability can be obtained

by taking an equipment count. In order to make such an equipment count, the

various circuits used in the realization must be assipned weights, and then the

count is simply the sum of the weights of all the circuits in the system,

The truth of this statement has been established by experience with theWhirlwind I computer, See Digital Computer Laboratory Engineering Note E-536,

36
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@ The problem of weight assignment is one which requires careful exercise of

engineering judgement. The weights assigned to the various circuits used to

realize the multipliers. discussed in this report are given in Table II~1,

1.3 THE DECISION TO CONCENTRATE ON A STUDY OF ULTIPLILRS

The SAIT for the first few of the arithmetic elements proposed was cale

culated using a memory cycle time to be expected from a magnetic core memory.

It was found that the instruction overshoot time (0,) was approximately zero

for ali except the classes containing the miltiply and divide instructions (these

classes consisted of single instructions). Therefore, the SAIT could be decreased

only by the discovery of systems which lowered the overshoot time of the

ply and divide instructions while maintaining zero 0, for the other instruction

@ classes. Since P, for the divide instrution is an order of magnitude smaller

than for the multiply instruction (0,01 as against 0.1 in the programs to

be used with this computer), it was more important to minimize the overshoot

time of the multiply instructions, even thormgh that of the divide instruction

might thereby remain constant or even slightly increase.

The design of an arithmetic element thus resolved itself into a study of

high-speed multipliers, The remainder of this report will deal with the results

of this study, although mention will be made in Chapter VII of methods for con=

verting the miltipliers discussed into arithmetic elements,
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The study began with the investigation of previously suggested and suc-

Fully operating high-speed multipliers. It then expanded to consider ideas

other multipliers. Since the time allowed for the study was limited, only

ipLiers which upon a cursory examination showed fair promise of being high-

a and economical of equipment were investigated thoroughly. Thus the dis-

cussion to follow may suggest to the reader several schemes for the mechanization

of multiplication which he will not find included here.
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CHAPTER TI

THE LOGICAL BLOCKS

eel The logical blocks

The multiplier systems presented in this report were designed sterting

fron certain basic blocks, If these basic blocks could actually be combined

in any numbers and in any manner then systems design would be simplified.

This is so because it would eliminate the problem of deciding how many, if

any, blocks (sach as isolating and amplifying circuits) should

be used, Furthermore, the circuit delavs cculd then be considered as pro-

perties of the circuits themselves, We shall invoke this simplification

formally neglecting the loading effect of one circuit on another as well as

the effect of cascading circuits of less than unity gain. However, we shall

try not to suggest designs which demand the impossible or require an ex=

cessive number of circuits to make good on this assumption.

The Logical forms of the multipliers presented in this report are of

course a result of the logical blocks available for their construction.

:

These Logical blocks are abstractions of forms of commonly known circuits,
such as the flip-flop and the vacuum tube gate, which have been specially



developed by the laboratory for high speed and reliability." in the ab-

straction of the legical blecks from these circuits only the following pro-

perties are retained, First, the number and type of inputs and outputs;

second, the lorical relation of outputs to inputs; and third, certain time

delays. These properties, which are of importance to logical design, will
be discussed below, Weights were also assigned to the various basic circuits
in order to permit the equipment count mentioned in Chapter I. Some amplifi~
cation of the three properties which affect logical design is requireds

There are two types of inputs and outpits or lines, namely Level and

wise. The distinction is necessary because of the electrical character-
istics of the Lines'; and these characteristics require that only lines
of the same type be interconnected, thus restricting the possible combin-

ations of the logical blocks. The circuitry feeding these lines from

1. The basic circuits whose use is envisioned in the realization of the

multipliers presented here will be presented in the Circuit Applications
Section of the proposed Military Reference Data Book,

2. The distinction is also necessary for logical reasons since the infore
mation carried by level lines is in the form of the state of the whole

line (voltage high or low), a state which can be determined at any point

along the line and can be retained only by the use of some holding device
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within the blocks has been designed to posséss these characteristics as

a result of the conception of the multipliers as systems clocked by pulses
of short duration (0,1 psec) and of very frequent occurrence, It haopens

thet usually this requirement on the ability of the driver of an electrical
line to handle frequent, short pulses is not compatible in circuit design

with the requirement that a circuit ve able to maintain an output at a

constant level, Therefore, it is best to design different circuits for the

different tasks, and with this decision a need for distinction of line

types arises,

Ths notation to be used for pulse and level lines and their inter-
connections are shown in Figure II - l(a) and (b). The interconnections

indicated by (b) are simple electrical connections; the arrows are simply

to indicate the type of line and the normal or logical direction of

mation flow. They do not imply the presence of crystal diodes. The

logical arrangement of the blocks whose outputs are thus connected that

the flow of information opposite to the arrow will cause no error in the

system.

Specification of the logical relationship between inputs and cutputs

requires that a code to interpret the values of some electrical property



of the lines as a yes-no decision be specified. The electrical property
chosen here is voltage; the logical entities used are the binary digits
Oandi. The cade iss

)relatively low voltage : 0Level lines
)relatively high voltage : 1

Jabsence of a positive voltage pulseover a specific time interval : 0
pulse lines

}presence of a positive voltage pulseover a specific time interval : 1

The time delays retained are: (1) those whish occur between establish-
ment of a particular condition on an input line and the resultant change

in the outputs, and (2) those which must exist between input pulses to

certain circuits in order that the proper effect upon the outputs is
achieved, Any time delay of the first kind depends upon the mumber and

kind of circuits which are connected to the output in question. However,

it will be assumed, as was mentioned above, that the interconnections of

the cireuits are echieved thru the use of isolating circuits so that these

time delays can be assigned constant values,

Fhe literal. symbols, logical block symbols, associated delays (defined

below), and equipment weights for the verious basic circuits are included

in Tabe The label on the block diagram is the key to the
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Logical relationship between the inputs and the outputs, which are given

further labels when necessary. These logical relationships can be expressed

in terms of voltages (interpreted logically as in the above code) as follows:

(1) The flip-flop block may be considered to have two sides: the "L" side

and the "0" side according to the labelled outputs. A pulse input to the

"1" side ('set? input) raises the "1" side and lowers that of the

"0" side output. A pulse input to the "0" side ('cleart input) has the

opposite effect. A pulse input on the center line ('co plement! input) Tea

verses the states of the outputs. A flip-flop will be said to have the

'contents! 0 or 1 accordingly ag the or 1 outout level is "hight, (2)

The pulse input to the gate tube circuit will appear as an output pulse

only if the level input is "high", (3) The output level from the diode

'and circuit will be "high" only if all input levels are "high", (h)

The output level from the diode "or" circuit is "low" only if all input
Levels are "low". (5) A pulse will appear on the output line from the

diode pulse mixer circuit whenever a pulse appears on an input line.

{6) The output level from an inverter circuit is "high" if the input is
"Low" and vice=versa. (7) The delay line unit simply delays the input

pulse,
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The time delays for these circuits are defined as follows: (1)

fwo tame delays are associated with the flip-flop circuit. The transition

time, t, is defined as the time from the occurrence of the peak value of

wm input pulse till the slowest changing output level reaches a value

which differs from its final value by 10% of the total change occurring,

(When this value is reached, the level is established.) The flip-flop
resolution time, P is defined as the time which mst be allowed between

the occurrence of any tio input pulses in order that the second pulse

shall have its proper effect upon the outputs. (2) The delay of a gate

tube circuit, the time which elapses between the input pulse and

the output pulse (when the input level is "high"). The input pulses mst
be separated by a resolution tame P (3) The delay of the divde "andi

circuit. a, is the time between the establishment of the input level and

the establishment of the output level, when this level is changing. The

time a is assumed to independent of the number of inputs. (l) The delay

of the diode 'ox! cireuit,@, is defined exactly as was a. (5) Tne delay

of the pulse mixer circuit, jt » is that experienced by a pulse in passing

"hima the circuit and is assumed independent of the number of inputs. A

9

resolution time P is required between input pulses, (6) The delay of
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the inverter circuit, i, is the time between the establishment of the

input Level and the establishment of the output level. (7) The delay

of a delay line unit will be symbolized by f o The unit possesses a

resolution time Da °

The values given for the delays of the "and" and "or" circuits in

Table TTL are based on the assumption that the "and" circuit is designed

so that a diode never assumes its high resistance value (reverses) when

an input level is rising and that the "or" circuit is used s0 that a

diode never reverses when an input level is falling. Thus the voltage

waveforns at the outputs of these circuits follow the waveforms at the

inputs (when logically they are supposed to) except for an inevitable,

very small delay, 'The values of a and @ are also considered to include

the delay which will be introduced wien it necessary to include sathode

follower and buffer circvits, The values assigned to these delays

in Table II=l mme debatable, but at the presen', time they appear reason=

able, The value chosen for the deLay of the pulse mixer igs also question=

able, but some vahue must be assiened, The velue given for is a son

servetive estinste. Since the estimates for the delays of these four

circuits are so they will not be considered in estimating
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tior. times of multipliers except when they occur in appreciable aggregates,

In adcition to the basic circuits ciscussed above, three logical units

composed of severel of these circuits occur frequently enoufh to be assigned

block symbcls, These are two adder circuits and a step counter circuit.

The first adder circuit is capable of summing three binary cigits, presented

to it coded as voltage levels. It is shown in Figure II-2, The "s"

output is the coded right-hand digit of the binary sum, while the "c"

output is the coded left~hand digit of the binary sum. The "st" ana

outouts are the inversions of the "s" and Rett outnuts. The inmts are

interchangeable as wovld be expected, and hence require no labels. This

circuit is known as the three input adder; the literal and block symbols

fer it and its equipmert count are given in Table II-1, Three delays

associated with this circuit are of importance. They are the delays from

the shment of an input level, to the establishment of: (1) the

tet outnut level, (2) the outnut level and (3) the Ws1; output level.

Thess can readily tbe expressed in terms of those already given for the

basic and are assigned no separte symbols.

The sccond these composite circuits is a two input adder and is

merely a simplification of the three input adder. It is shown in Figure
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II-3; its litera] symbol, bolck symbol and equipment weight are given in

Table II-1.

The step counter circuit and its Logical block symbol are shown in

Figure IIeh, A sten counter consisting of m flip-flops will provide an

end=carry pulse on the kth addeone pulse, where k is any integer which

satisfies < <M and depends on the setting of the preset toggle

switches. The equipment count cannot be fixed in general, but one of the

two delays associated with the circuit is independent of the number of

flip-flops. This is the time which must be allowed between the occurrence

of the preset pulse and the first addeone pulse or between any two add=

one pulses, It mar be thought of as the step counter resolution time

and clearly must be equal to the flip-flop transition time, t . The delay

between the occurrence of the yeh addeone pulse and the resultant end»

carry outnut pulse ismy .

2.2 Conventions

Some conventions which have to do with the drawing of block diagrams

ave shou in Figure Palse and Level linss and their interconnections,

shown in parts (a) and (b) of this fipure, have already been discussed.

The adoption of the convention of Figure II-1 (c) reduces the number of



lines and arrow-heads on many block diagrams and thereby gives them a

neater appearance,

The letter "n" will be used thruout the report for the maxiimm num

ber of digits ("digit length") of the binary numbers to be multiplied,

These numbers will always be considered to be of length n, zeros being

inserted at the left end of the number when necessary. The digits will
be numbered from 1 to n from left to right (most significant to least

significanb), The binary numbers will be stored in flip-flop registers

(a string of flip-flops) in this same order; that is, the leftmost flip-
flops in the registers as shown in the block diagrams will contain the

most significant dipits, The flip-flops of all the registers will also
be numbered from left to right.

LO+
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Chapter IIT

Classification of the Multipliers and General Considerations

3.1 Introduction to the classes of multipliers

The concept of binary notation for real numbers and the rules for per=

forming the various arithmetic operations upon binary numbers have been dis-

cussed in other reports of this laboratory.* Therefore, understanding of

the operation of binary mltiplication will be assumed,

The arrangements of digits for long-hand binary multiplication of n

dipit numbers is shown in the example of Fig. IlI-1 for n= 5, No digits
need be carried when forming the partial products shown in this figure as

in decimal multiplication, and hence the digits of these numbers can be

completely specified as shown, i.e., as products of two binary digits, The

@ main divisions in the classification of the maltipliers discussed in this

report are based on the manner in which the digits of the partial products
shown in this figure are grouped during an iterative summation process,

These main classes of the mitipliers are three in number, The multipliers
of the first class utilize an obvious grouping of the digits of the partiel

products, The grouping used by the Class II multipliers is slightly more

involved, while that of the Class III multipliers is the most complex."

1. See Digital Computer Laboratory Report R-127, p.2l, article 4.13 or Report R-90,

2. Other groupings have been considered, but have not as yet led to any other

@ worthwhile classes of multipliers,



302 The anatony of the miltipliers

In general, the problem of realizing any multiplier is three-fold3

First, an arrangenent of logical blocks must be made will. supply digit
groups, one by one, to a multiplyeadder. Second, this miltiply-adder must be

designed to sum properly? the digits of the digit group supplied to it at a

particular instant with the sum of the foregoing groups. Third, a circuit to

control the operation of the entire system must be designed, The equipment

for forming the digit groups, the multiply-adder, and the flip-flop registers

which mist be provided to store the mltiplier, the multiplicand, the product

and other numbers-~in short, that part of the multiplier which handles the

mmeri.cal. quantities--will be known 'as the arithmetic section. The remainder

of the mltiplier will be called the control section.

The discussion in the following two sections will be illustrated by

remarks which apply to a specific case, An introduction to this specific

case follows. An obvious way to group the digits of the partial products is
simply to take the groups to be the partial products themselves. A simple

order for summing these numbers is to sum the first partial product with the

3- By "sum properly" is meant addition with the two numbers shifted appropri-

ately as in the description of the preceding paragraph, The inclusion of

the ability to shift is all that distinguishes a multiply-adder from an

adder,
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second partial product shifted one digit to the left (see Fig. then

the result w th the third partial product shifted two digits to the left, etc.

The Class I multipliers proceed in the manner just described.

3.a The arithmetic section

The problem of the design of the arithmetic section may be divided

into two design problems, as was indicated above. The multiply-adder will

be considered first.

3.2.L.1 The multiply-adder

The general multiply-adder must be provided with inputs which indicate

the values of the digits of a particular one of the digit groups, and with

other inputs which indicate the contents of the register (hereafter known as the

accumulator register) used to store the sum of the preceding digit groups--see

Fig. It must also be provided with command pulse inputs which cause the

multinly-adder to perform whatever operations are necessary in order to add the

digit group to the contents of the accumlator register, and to store the

result shifted appropriately. Some sort of shift is necessary with every

multiplier discussed, (The appropriate shift in the case of the Class I

th

multipliers is one digit to the right. This achieves the shifts described in

the last paragraph of section 3.2, since a one digit shift right of the result



each summation is equivalent to a one digit shift left of all the digit

groups which remain to be added in.) Such a set of operations will be said to

corresnond to a step in the aultiplication procedure, Thus the number of steps

required to complete the multiplication will also be the number of digit groups

which must added together to form the product.

The operation or operations which anv multiply-adder of those discussed

in this report must perform to accomplish the addition mentioned in the pre-

ceding paragraph arise from two different logical procedures for binary sum-

mation. These are discussed in the following two sections,

The first method of binary summation

A possible breakdown of the operation of binary addition of two n-digit
numbers is illustrated by an example in Figure IlI-3(a). The rule of binary

addition which determines the partial sum (or sum) and the carry-row digits

can be expressed as a table:
Table

hThe Partial-Carry and Partial~Add Operations
thkel- Carry Rowst Stoartial Sum

(or adderid)
Carry Row Partial Sum

{or Augend)

jet digit jo aigit just aipit digit
0 0 0
0 L 0 1
1 0 1

1 1 1

4. The contents of this table are symbolized by two operations of Boolean
algebra. Thus the carry row digit corresponding to two digits A and B is
symbolized by A' B, while the vartial sum digit is symbolized by A €B,
For example if A = 1, B = 1 then referring to the above Table A ° B= 1and Boolean algebra is discussed, ameng other places, in The
Design of Switching Circuits, 5. H. Caldwell, Chapter III, to be published.

A OQ,
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The operation of forming the first partial sum and the first carry

row from the addend and the augend-~these names are implicitly defined in

Figure called a partial-add operation (symbolized by "a') while

the subsequent, otherwise identical, operations are called partial-ecarries

(symbolized by "c"), Ifn is the digit length of the original pair of num

bers, then no more than n partial-carry operations need be performed before the

partial sum becomes the sum.

If this method were used for every addition which must de performed

during a multiplication, a great deal of time would be conswned in performing

the partial carries, There are at least two ways to remedy this difficulty.

First, a realization can be achieved which will perform all. the partial-

carries in one operation. This operation is ordinarily known as a high=speed

carry (symbolized by "c"), It is displayed in the following tzble and il-
lustrated by an example in Fig. III-),
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Table

The aHigh-Speed Carry Operation

High-SpeedCarry Rowst 1- Partial Sum High-Speed Sum
Carry to Carry to

th th th Stj= digit j= digit j= digit digit digit
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1
3 1 1 1 1

It should be noted that when a highespeed carry operation is performed,

information in the form of a binary digit (called the high-speed carry digit)
is provided to the 1 digit column from the jh digit columns and thet

the high-speed carry digit put cut depends upon the one received from the

j+1 column, Thus the operation must take place in a sequence from rignt
to left. The propagation of this digit, whether it is coded as a pulse or a

level, requires time and will affect the speed of any miltiplier which uses

this operation.

Second, the multiplication operation can be successfully realized even

if only one partial carry operation is performed for the summation at the 2 th

step. A series of partial carries or a high-speed carry must be performed at the



final sten of such a procedure in order to obtain the product.

3e2.1.1.2 The second method of binary summation

Another possible approach to the problem of summation is to introduce

an operation which will be called a predictor carry (symbolized by

This operation acts upon the original addend and augend to produce a number which

can be considered to be an altered addend. The operation essentially predicts

where carries wil occur and alters the addend so that the complete sum can be

obtained by means of a partial add operation upon the augend and aitered addend

(the carry row produced by this operation is ignored). It is displayed in the

following table, and a mumerical example is given in Fig, 3(d)

Table ITI=3

The Predictor Carry Operation

Augend Addend Prddictor Carry Altered Addend Predictor Carry
to to

th th stjthdigit digit jee digit digit

9
1 1

1
1 1 1

1 j 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
1 1 1 1
L 1 L 1
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Like the hich-speed carry operation, the predictor carry operation

must take place in a sequence from right to left, The proparation time for

the digits will affect the speec of any multiplier which uses this operation.

The discussion of methods of binary addition has shown that the opera-

tions of addition initiated by the command inputs to the multiply-adder can

be those of any one of three groups: (a, c) (a, c) or (, a). In the mlti-
plication procedure, each of these groups must be followed by a shift opera

tion (symbolized by "s") so that a set of operations making up a step can

be either (a, c, s) 3 (a, c, s) or (&, a, 8),

A saving in the number of operations required for a step can be ob-

tained by building a multiply-adder which combines two or more of the

tions of the above sets to obtain such operations as "ces" (partial carry and

shift combined), or "ac" (partial add and high-speed carry combined). In

the case of the Class I mltipliers, it will be noted that an entire digit

group will be all zero's if the corresponding digit of B is zero (see Fig.

III-1), Thus only the shift operation need be performed at the step which

adds in this digit group.
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@ If the addition and shift are combined into just one operation, one

TAL ANG expect the speed of multiplication to be increased since each separate

operation in a step requires that the control section supply a command pulse

to the miltiply-adder, Hewever, this is not necessarily so because of the time

lays of the equipment which must be added; furthermore, speed is not the only

characteristic being sought: the reliability is also of utmost importance,

Therefore, multipliers using more than one operation per step are included

in the study.

The multiply-adder for a Class I can be designed by first
designing an clemental unit used for extension of the multiply-adder to hendle

numbers of any digit length, This unit will be called a stage. The multiply-

adder is built up of a string of these stages terminated at each end by special

foxms of themselves, A stage may handie digits from any number of digit

columns, but usually it involves those of only one digit column, 'The steps

in the design of the stages of the multiply-adders presented in this report

are not given; only the final design is shown.

The multiply-adders for the Class II and Class III multipliers were

developed from those designed for the Class I multipliers (see Chapters V and VI).
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3o2ele2 Formation of the digit groups

In the case of the first class of multipliers the problem of desim-

partial products, is comparatively simple, This is sc since the k

partial product is either zero or A (see Fig, depending on whether

Be
= 0 or 1 (where en-k+ 1), a fact which was pointed out in the

preceding section, Thus the correct partial product will be added in if an

adc and shift group of comand inputs to the multiply~adder are pulsed when

= 13 otherwise, only the shift-input is pulsed."

The arrangement used to provide these pulses for all but two of the

ing a system of logical blocks for forming the digit groups, i.e. the

seventeen Class I multipliers studied is to store B in a shifting register

(see Fig, hereafter known as the B register, and to provide the th

flip-flop in this register with "1" and "0" gate tubes which are sensed by a

pulse at each step, The outputs of these gate tubes are fed to the control

of the multiplier which then sends them to the proper command inputs of the

muitiply-adder, Of course the B register mst be shifted after each step in

ttorder that the (n= k + 1) Stu 242 digit of B will be in the n flip-flop
*

for the k-=th step. The shift gates o: the re two gates on

the flip-flop of this register may be considered to be the system ofth

5 If the multiply-adder does not otherwise perform a separ ate, simple shift

operation, then it must usially be provided with the ability to do so. The

exceptions are the multipliers which perform a "cs" operation.



blocks necessary to form the group for this sub-class of

the Class I multipliers.

&h

The two c ass I 4 which do not fall inte the above sub-c ass

thfor 4UG Lise Similar out somevhat more comolicated forming he I

partial vroduct, 'they are similar to "he of the first-discussed

subeclass in that they require shift gates on the B register, but more compli-

ca*ed in that they use diode "and" cirevits to aid in the formation, These

mutipliers are discussed in sections hel and Ih.
The equipment for forming the digit groups for the Class snd Gless

Ty] multipliers more complex, and discussion of it is postponed to Chapiers

sand VI.

30202 The control section

Any of the multipliers tc be discussed is visualized as just a part of

a larger syste, .8., a computer, When the system requires that a multi-

plication be formed, it will supply the contrcl section of the multiplier
with a multiply-command pulse. Wher the plicatic: is complete--i.,

when the output levels from the accumulator flip-fLogs have stabilised after

the. last command pulse~-the secvion must supply a multiplication-

complete pulse to the system, Between the occurrences of these puises, the

Ci

cor. will perform its ef tributin;on the proper number and kinds of



@ command pulses to the arithmetic section. in order to control, the numter of

commands which it suprlies, the control section mist contain a step counter, As

to the kinds of commands to be supplied, the sequence of these requires by the

arithmetic section is f xed except for the Class I multipliers, eve the con-

troL section rsquires information from the 5 register flip-flop ia deter~

mining what sequence of operations is to be verformed at a specific step. This

Situation is the direct result of the method chosen for forming the digit groups

of the Class I multipliers.

The control section must be designed carefully in order that it will add

as little time to the operation of the as possible and still nos

depend upon extremely precise time for its correct operation or require more

equipment than is absolutely necessary,

The control seetions used in the realizations to be presented are basic~

ally of two typés, namely those which use a clock pulse generator to supply

the command pulses (hereafter called the K type) and those whch use a cir-

culating pulse to supply them (hereafter called the C type). Multipliers

which use control sections of the firstementioned type must be synchronous,

which here means a "fixed rate," that is, the command pulses are supplied at the



fixed rate of the clock pulses, Multipliers which use the circulating pulse

type of contre may operate synchroncusly or asynehrenously,

3 2 3 CombinacLons of arithnetie and control section types

The arithuetic sections tobe introduced in later chapters may be

taped according to the type of mltiply-adder which they use. These multiply-

adders utilize two ways of initiation the "a," "ac," "gs", etc., operations:

(1) An initiating pulse is sent to every stare simultaneously, or (2) an

initiating pulse is sent to the rightmost stage of the multiply-adder and

propagates through the multiply-adder stage by stage, All the operations of

each of the are initiated in eitner one or the other of the

above Thus the miltiply-adders and also the arithmetic sections

fall into two types: Those whose operations are initiated in the first manner

will be called the block type (8 type), and the others the donno type (D type)

from an enlogy with the knocking over of a row of dominoes (the stage becomes

a domino in this analogy).

Either type of arithmetic section may be used with either type of

control, A C type control used with A B type arithmetic section uses delay

units to establish the intervals between the commands, while a C type control
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used with a D type arithmetic section may use either delay units or the

deLay of command through the multiply~-adder (with delay units added if
necessary) to establish these intervals. AC type control is usually faster

then a K type control when both are used with the same arithmetic saction

since the time intervals between its command pulses are not restricted by

a clock pulse period, For D type arithmetic sections, a C tyne control

which uses delay units is usually faster than one which. utilizes the delay

through the mu tiply-adder since time intervals between commands are less

restricted in the first case than in the second.

It may, from the standpoint of speed of operation, be move desirable

to use cone rather than the other type of control. with any specific arithmetic

section, Further discussion of the choice of the control section for use with

a specific arithmetic section must be postponed to section 3.1,

3.3 The miltiplication time

The memory overlap time is measured from the instant the outputs levels

of the A register have stabilized after reading the ty : WO it from

the memory (by means of the read=in pulse) » therefore, the time required for

a multiplication should also be measured from this instant.



The mil.tiplication time can be divided into three parts: (1) The

time which elapses between the stabilization of the A register outputs and

the occurrence of the first command pulse of the first step. 'his is the

initial, time. (2) The time required from the first command pulse of the

first step to the first command pulse of the last step, The time required

for a given step will be known as the step time; and, for the Class I

multipliers, it may have any one of several, values depending on the contents

of the B vegister flip-flop when the step is to occur. (3) The time

required for the stabilization of the accumuator flip-flop cutputs from the

first command pulse of the last step, This final time will include the time

for a final carry operation if one is necessary,

In order to allow for the initia]. time and yet hold it to a minimm,

the time between the read-in pulse and the mitiply=command pulse must be

as followss

The type contrcls presented for all Mle mltipliers send the first
command pulse to the multiply-adder almost immediately upon receiving the

mautiply=command pulse. 'Thus for C type controls the maLtiply=command must

u

occur approllately plus the minimum allovable initial time, tb» mn, after

the read=in pulse. Then the initial time ts =
by» mine
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The K type controls presented for all the multipliers send the

first command pilse to the miltiply-adder one clock pulse period (the letter

T will be used throughout the report to denote the clock pulse period in

microseconds) after receiving the multiply=command pulse (since this pulse is assumed

assumed to be synchronized with the clock pulses. If T< + ta, min?

then the read-in pulse can occur simultaneously with the multiply-command

nulse, Then ts =T-?, Otherwise, the multiply-commend pulse mst occur

dt ty min
7 microseconds after the rcad~in pulse and t, =

ta, min'

The definitions introduced above and in the next section are intended

to provide a standard basis for and an aid to estimating the multiplication

time. It should be emphasized that they do not change the fact that the

values given in later chapters for multiplication times are merely estimates.

3.3.1 The step tine

The time required for each step of the multiplication is fixed for the

Class II and Class III mitinliers, but varies according to the contents of

the neh B register flip-flop (and in certain cases the other digits in the A

and B registers) for the Class I multipliers. The following cscussion

applies primarily to the Class I multipliers, but is of use in determining the

constant step times of the Class I1I and Class III multipliers.



The step time of the Class I multipliers varies because (1) the

mumber and/or kind of operation to be performed at the step depends on the

contents of the B register flip-flop, and (2) the time to "nerform" an

operation depends upon the operation itself and Mle eperation which is to

follow it. This latter consideration leads to the fcllowing definitions.

operation=pair: Any sequence of two operations whch can occur in the

functioning of a given arithmetic section,

time-lapse The time from the occurrence of the first operation ef an

operation=pair to the instant when the arithmetic section is prepared for

the second operation of the pair. (Clearly every time-lapse is associated

with a specific operation=pair. The time-lapse may also denend on the

numerical contents of the various registers in the arithmetic section, as

when a carry propagation occurs.)

maximum The largest value which the time=Lapse required by a

particular oneration-pair can assume, (This time will be symbolized by the

abbreviations for the operations of the pair separated by a colon, e.f.; ages.)

The maximum time-lapse differs from the particuLar time-Lapses of a specific

operation=-pair for B type arithmetic sections because of the irregular times

4

required for carry propagation. Sinee in this case there is no simple way to
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indicate to the control what time-lapse is required when ths operation=-pair

eccurs, the maximum time-lapse must be allowed at its every occurrence, The

determination of the maximum time-lapses of D type arithmetic sections re-

quires further discussion, which in turn requires the following definitions,

per-stage delay The delay experienced by a propagating command pulse

is passing through a stage. (This delay may vary for any stage of a multiply=

adder according to the contents of the corresponding sections of the A and

accumulator registers. Each per=-stage delay is of course associated with a

particular command o )

maximum=stare time-lapse: For every stage of a D type arithmetic section

ee is a time which must be allowed between the instant at which the stage

'elves the pulse of the first operation of a pair and the instant at which

1b stage is prepared for the second of the onerations. This can be called

ues. (his time is dependent upon the particular operation-pair and will

symbolized by the abbreviations for the operations of the pair separated

stage time-lapse is the largest of thesestage time-lapse. The maximum

a colon and followed by a subscript "S", e.ge, (ates)<0)



The determination of the maximun time-lapse for type arithuetic

sections is made from the binary digit Length, n, of the murbers multiplied

(this determines the number of Stages in the the per=stare

celay, and the "MEM steve time-lapse. In particular, if the

delays for the commands which occur in the operation of a particular D

type multiply-adder are independent of the mmerical contents of the control-

ling registers, and moreover if they are equal., ther the time-Lapses

are equal to the minimum stage time-Lapses for the respective

This situation occurs for a 1 of the D type arithmetic sections introduced jn

Chapter IV except one (see section }.12.1).
The time-lapse differs fron particuler time-Lapses for specific

command=pairs of D type arithmetic sections either because of variable con"
propagation time or because the per-stage delay is dependent upon the nuneri-

cal contents of the controlling registers, In the latter cese an indication

of the time-lapse required at a particular occurrence of the operationepair is
automatica given to a C type control whieh uses the completion pulses (the

command pulses as they appear from the final stage of the mu tiplyadder} in.

place of the commands delayed by fixed deLey units. This situation of varie

able per~stage delays arises for the mul.tiply-adder mentioned above as being

discussed in section 11.4. The step time is a sum of maximm time-Lapses.
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A given step with a Class I miltiplier requires one of at most two

possible operation sequences (corresponding to the fact that the contents

of the nth B register flip-flop is either 0 or 1, Thus there are at most

four step times, and this number occurs only when each operation sequence

can be followed either by itself or by the other sequence in the operation

of the arithmetic section,

30302 The measure for the speed of a miltiplier
The fact that the multiplication time of a mltiplier depends in

certain cases upon the numbers to be multiplied makes it necessary to

introduce this section in order to specify how to measure the speed of a

multipliers The miltiplication time itself will be used when constant.

Otherwise, the maximum and minimum multiplication times will be found,

and the average of these two values used as the measure. If we assume that a

sero or a one has equal probability of occurrence in every digit position
of the number B, this average mltiplication time will also be the most likely
multiplication time for most the multipliers of this type.

3.3.2.1 Choice of type of control section for use with a specific
arithmetic section

The criteria for the choice of the control ceetion will be based solely
on the speed with which the resultant maltiplier operates since alterations



in the control section can affect the equipment ccunt for the whole

miltiplier only slightly.

The clock pulses of a K type control may be used to initiate either

each step or each of the commands of a step. (In cases where there is only

one command perstep the either or hag no distinction associated with it.)
In the first case, a K type control would be uscd only when the step times,

if more than one, are ali very nearly equal, In the second casa, it would be

used only when all. maximum time-lapses are all very nearly equal. and it 1s

possible to arrange a K type control to supply "he proper kinds of comnands.

It is more desirable to use K type controls in the second of the sbove menners

if there is a choice, for otherwise dolay line wnits will be necessary

establish the intervals between the cammand pulses, The two cases are tha

only oneg in which K type controls can compete with C controls fortype

speed of operation. Even here, because of the effect of the coatrol itself
on the multiplication time, the C type control may be fasser, Thus if a

6, has been found possible to desim K type controls Wich can the
proper kinds of conr2ads when these are a separately by the clock
pulses only when 10 just one ec is ired pox Chap or when at
mostob two commands are required, tho last of which is a shift or a come
bined caxry and shift. There is no t3 the ees in the CABG,

You?

AN

bute ip the second a apecial dsvice is necessary. iI explained in section



a particular arithmetic section falls into either of the above cases, its
multiplication time with both C and K type controls w ll be considered and

that control whieh gives the faster operation will be chosen; otherwise, C

22
~

type controls will be used,
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Reali,ationsof Class
hel Introduction

lel.2 Outline of the multipliers to be discussed in this chapter
It is dasirable to have a symbolism for naming the Class I

multipliers woich will also indicate something of their structure. fhe
gymbol fer a given miltiplier should at least indicate the type of con-
trol and the type of arithmetic section used, In addition, the cperations
performed by the multiply-adder when B, = 1. can be indicated by use of thei
symbolg introduced in Chapter III, soparating the separate operations by
periods. For example, a.ca stands For the operation partial add followed
by a conbined complete carry and shift. Finslly, the different physical
redlizations which are presented for certain of the miltiplyeadders are

distinguished by numbering then. Thus, the second scheme for realizing.
the multiplier which utilises a clock pulss type of control and a block
type of arithmetic section which perferms a cembined partial add and conplete
earry followed by a ahift when By ] will bs Keac.s Be. This symbolism
will serva for the Class I miltipliers and will be extended in lat chaptera
to includ3 the Clase II and Class III multipliers,

In the following outline of the Clasa'I multipliers to be discussed,
the multipliers are first classified according to their logical properties
and then according to physical differences.
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The Class I Multipliers

A. First method of summation used

@ i. Final highespeed carry needed

a Two operations when B, a 1

Coa.cs Bl
Kea.cs B2

C-a.ca B2

be One operation when By ej
Keacs Bl
Keaes B2

2. No final high-speed carry needed

a. Three operations when By
G-a.c.3 B

b. Two operations when By 1

(i) Ceas.c B

(14) Ceaces Bl
B2

Keac.s DL

Ceac.s D2

Keac,s D3

c. One operation when B, 1

(1) Cease B

(14) Ceacs Bl

p@o

3, Second method of summation used

K=a,es Bl

C=.a.8 B

@ This is the scheme used by the Whirlwind I computer,
This is the scheme chosen for the computer of whose design this study was

a part.
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Previous to the development of the system used in this outline for
Naming the Class I multipliers they were named differently. The corres-
pondence between the old and the new terminology is given below.

Old New

2 sc (WWI) C-a.ca Bl
B2?°

3 ase K=acs Bl
2 ase Keacs B2

2c
2 as (with carry flip-flops) B

3 Bl
2n B2

Al Dl
A2 D2

A5 Keac.s D3

2 as (with delay lines) Coase B

3 as Coacs BL

A slight alteration of the 3 es B2
multiplier

A as D

2a B

Coma.Geos B

The old S > 2 (and 2 x 2) multipliers are of Class III, These are discussed
in Chapter VI.3 The idea for this Class I multiplier ceme from one of the two realizations

presented for the old S = 2 multiplier in the original study.
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4.1.2 The storage registers

Tne arithmetic sections of the Class I mltipliers each have at
least three storage registers, namely the A, B and accumlator registers,
The accumulator register was introduced in section 3.2.1.1, and the B

register in section 3.2.1.2. In addition, some mltipliers have a "Cr

register for carry storage. The A and B registers are used to store the

multiplicand and multiplier respectively and must therefore contain n

flip-flops each. Consecutive sensing of the digits of the multiplier,
required for formation of the digit groups for the Class I mltipliers,
is achieved by shifting it through the rightmost flip-flop of the B

register, was mentioned in section 3.2.1.2. No provision is made to
store the digits shifted off the end of the B register and hence the

multiplier is lest during the multiplication.
I% can be shown that the product of two n digit binary numbers can

at most be 2n binary digits in length. Thus the accumlator register,
which is used to store this number, should contain 2n flip-flops. However,
the B register may be used for the rightnost n flip-flops of the accumulator
because of the following facts g (1) After the atep of the multiplication,
k partial products will have been summed, and the result will be a number of
length n+ k. (This is the general case when a new leftmost digit may be

formed by a carry). The rightmost k digits of this number are digits of the
final product, (cf. Fig. III-1) and therefore may be stored in a register
whose contents are not operated upon by the multiply-adder except for shift
right operations. (2) The B register is a shifting register whieh mst
shift at each step of the multiplication,

1

4



The fact that the B register also serves as the right half of the

gates are part of the miltiply-adder, as well as part of the equipment for
forming the digit groups. It is assumed that the B register is shifted before
or at the same time that the accumulator is shifted, for otherwise the left-
most of B would be lost.

ahifting register shown in Figure IVel is used for the B register in
-all the I miltipliers, Therefore, it is not redrawn for each multiplier.

Neither readein nor read-out gates are show for any of the registers in
the figures to follow since the result would be to needlessly complicate the

diagrams, Neither are means show for clearing the registers, although in
the discussions to fo the registers are assumed to have been initially
cleared.

4.1.3 A remark on the design of K type controls for Class I multipliers
If an arithmetic section requires two camands when B

accumulator register means that formally speaking, the associated shift

:

Glass

which is a shift or a combined carry and shift, then a K type control can be

® 1, the last of

used to operate this arithmetic section if it is built to clear the flip-
flop of the B register when the first command of the B, 1 sequence is pere
formed and then to again sense the contents of this flip-flop (which must now be 0),
This wil eertainly operate correctly as long as the second operation of the By aj
sequence is a shift. If instead it is a combined carry and shift then the control
will perform a cs whenever the contents of the nth flip-flop of the B register
is 0, i.e., even if By

* 0, This scheme for control will still cause the

arithmetic section to perform the miltiplication correctly as is established
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@ in section In addition, a considerable equipment saving will be
effected by eliminating the need for shift gates in the arithmetic section,
4.2 The Kea.cs Bl and S-a.cs B multipliers -- Figs. IV-2, 3 and h

4.2.1 The operation

The maximum time-lapses are found from Fig, IVel; to bet
azcs 2 +

v + T
2 +

cazc 2 >

These values are substantially the same and therefore and K type controls
will operate with about the same speeds, The block diagram of an appropriate
K type control is shown in Fig. IV-2. The clock pulse input is assumed to be

synchronized with thé multiply command pulse, If this is not ao, then a syn-
chroniging circuit using two flip-flops mst be inserted in the control block
diagrams for otherwise, a clock pulse might occur at such a time after the

multiply command to result in a degenerate cutput pulse from the first gate
:

:

tube in the path of the clock pulses, This degenerate pulse might perform some

but.not all of the functions required of it and hence produce an error.
The multiply command pulse causes clock pulses to be sant to sense the

gates on the flipeflop of the B register. If this flip-flop holds a one

then the clock pulse is sent to the partial add input of the multiply-adder,
The Greek letter symbols used here are defined in section 2.1.



of the multiply-adder, and at the same time it clears the flip-flop of
the B register (see section ].1.3). Thus the next clock pulse is sent to
the partial carry and shift input of the multiplyeadder, and at the same

time it shifts the B register, If the B register flip-flop holds a zero,
then the clock pulse is sent to the partial carry and shift line. Thus the
required shift of the accumulator (and the B register) is performed, while
the additional nartial carry has no harmful effect as is established below.

The Kea.cs Bl multiplier requires n clock pulses to complete the molti-
plication, and therefore the step counter mist be preset to produce and end-
carry when it receives the nth add~one pulse, The endecarry pulse turns off
the clock pulses and, after a delay to allow the completion of the last partial
carry and shift operation, is sent to the high-speed carry input ef the multiply-
adder. After a further delay to allow the completion of the highespeed carry
operation, the appears as the multiplication complete pulse.

The block diagran of an appropriate C type control is sham in Figure fV=3.
This control also performs a combined partial carry and shift whenever the con-
tents of the B register flip-flop is a sero and thus also gaves the set of
shifting gates in the multiply-adder.

The 2.cs Bl arithmetic section is shown in Fig. Veh, An illustration of
the procedure of multiplication ised by this multiplier is given in Fig. Iv-5.
Such a multiplier can be successfully mechanized if its multiplyeadder is
provided with a register for storage of the cary row. This statement requires

th

prouf, ag may be seen from the example of Fig. IV-5. For if the boxedein zero
in this figure were a one, then a second carry digit would have to be stored in



the next digit columz: to the leit after the third partial add operation.
Thus a sinple register could not be used for storage of the carry row, for
this carry overlap would cause one carry digit to be lest. It is not in-

tively obvious that such a situation can never arise. If it covld, then
at least two registers for storage of carry digits would be required in the
realization cf the a.cs Bi arithmetic section. The proof that this situation
can never occur follows:

Let 1. The flip-flops of the AR, AcR and CR (carry register) be

numbered according to the digit colum in which they fall
(see Fig.

2. A, be the digit of A. (It will ve stored in the 32
flipeflop of AR. )

tui

3. Ac,(k) be the digit stored in the flip-flop of Ack just
prior to the operation of the multiplication procedure.

L. C, (k) be the digit stored in the 3 mopeflop of CR just
prior to the k= operation,

Suppose that in the number B (the mitiplier), there is a sequence of
1, (m= 1) zeros, 1 (e.g. if m= 3 than the sequence is 1001, if

m= 1 then the sequence is 11. Then, beginning with that step of the multi-
plication corresponding to the rightmost digit and assuming that k operations
haves preceded this step, the following operations are performed for the portion
of the munber B which is under consideration:

te, (k +2) de, (K) OA,"Wak

For the J L 3
(k + 1) Ac (x) 44 1

rightmost 1
ce (k > 2) e

Regt
Gy (k + 2) 96, (k +2) +

ac, (k + 1)

(k 1) @Ac {k 1)

th Ac (keme 1) (ee m) @ de, _ 4 (ke m)13For the cs
(a - 1) seros (k + m+ 1) =C, (k + mj' Ac, (k m)

5 For the meaning ef these Boolean algebraic expressiona see the Table III-1
footnote 3 on p.
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Ae, (k+ne 2) =
Ac, (k+mt1)@aJ

(k+m+2) eho, + 4, (ke me >
Wat

1
For the
most 1 Nest

We are interested in the two digits which occupy the flip-flop of
the carry register before and after the second partial add operation.

Specifically, we would like to show that both of these digits cannot be unity.
This is so if c, (c+ mt 25° C, (k + m+ 1) 20, Making use of the above

relationships, it follows that

c, (ke m+ 2)"Aes,(kt mt day +1 c, (+ m) @ Aes(e
> + 2

and
Cy (k+mel)«C, (k + m) dc, (k + m)

A

Thus c, (k +1 + 2)° C, (k + m+ }) = 0 as can be seen from the following table
in which all possible combinations of the values of the Ac, and variablesj j
are displayed,

j J J 3
) +

m) (k +m i) (k + m+ 2) (k (k m2)
0 0 0

0 2 0 0

1 0

1 1 1

1A

0 j A >

The end digit colwae are shown separately in Figure because they differ
from the general case. The digit column does not require the carry flip=
flop with its seven associated gates since the carry-digit here is always zero.
For the same reason no highespeed carry line and associated gate on the accumulator

flip-flop, the high-speed carry gate are necessary. Gates must be added to per=
form the shift right function of those gates which would have been associated
with a carry flip-flop.

The fey flip-flop will always contain a Zero before a partial add, since
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this operaticn is always preceded by a shift (combined with a partial carry).
Therefore, there cannot possibly be a carry generated by a partial add puiss
and hence the associated gate and carry flip-flop (which would have been Cw)

are not necessary. Since the final high-speed carry operation is also preceded

by a shift, which clears the Ac) flip-flop, the highespeed carry gate can te

eliminated from the first digit column and any carry arriving on the high-epeed

carry line from the second digit column or from Cy can be sent to set 1 in' the

Ac, flip-flep. That there cannot be two carries arriving, one from Cy and one

from the second digit column, is proved by the following argument.

A carry can be present on the highespeed carry line from the second cigit
column after a high-speed carry command only if Ac, 1, while a carry can

arrive from C, only if that digit is unity. These two digits, Ac, (k) and

Cy (k), are formed by a partial carry and shift operation from the previous

contents of Ac, and
CG) Ac, (k = 1) and Cy (k - 1) according to the

Boolean expressions: .6

Cy (k) = Ac, (k « 1)°c, (k = 1)"y

Acy (k) "Ac, (k -1)@6, (k 1)

Thus both Ac, (k) and C,(x) cannct be unity simultaneously and hence two

carries cannot arrive at the set input of Acy simultaneously, This argumert

can immeciately be generalized to show that the highespeed carry rate of the

jh digit will never receive twe pulses during the execution of a high-speed

carry operation, A similar argument applies to other multioliers which per-
form a hi carry operation.



4.2.2 Equipment count

Number eed endigits Total Used
Basic Control Section Arithmetic Section 16
Cireuit K K C

F @1+ log, a 21+ log, (n - 1 ln 68 68

én -8 189 190#1+ log, n 22 + log, (n ~ 1

My 0 2 3n = b 46

D 2 3 O 2 3

~

o2.3 Multiplication tine
A. Kea.cs Bl (Control of Fig. IV-2}

Let the mltiply-command pulse occur simultanecusly with the read«in

pulse, Thens

le toy + S 1+
@

2. T must be determined so that the multiplication process
can be stopped reliably

T26F +72 .75 pec, (16 Zn 29)

B. G-a.cs Bl (Control of Fig. IV=3)
Let the multiply comman pulse occur t seconds after the read-in pulse,

Total Weighted Equipment Count = 4738 for Kea.cs Bl
for Cea.cs BL

min

7

Let if n=
3. Ifn=16 +

ave 19.6 PSEC.

Thens 1. trae (27 + Body So) +d
n (20 + med) +d,

2.f 220 er .58 sec, + 1 = 0.6 psec.

3. Ine 16, t 17.3 usec.

t Let J» 7 0.6 (16 7n 29)
+ + Ts

ave
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4,3 The B2 and Cea.cs B2 miltipliers Figs. IV-2, 3, and 6.

4.3.1 The operation
The arithmetic section of a.cs 82 (omitting the B register) is

shown in Fig. I-6. The partial add operation is performed in a standard

manner except that any carry generated is passed through a delay line before

being stored in the carry flip-flop. This delay is to be of such a magnitude

that its output will reach the carry microseconds after the arrival
of a pulse generated by the "ces" which occurs after the partial add. Thus this
"cs" will de performed on the carry row before the carries from the immediately

presoding partial add have been included. Since a shift intervenes before the

storage of the carries generated by this partial add, they must be placed as

shown, i.e, one digit column te the right of where they would otherwise have

gone,

The reason for including the delay before carry storage is not evident

here, since it wold certainly be mich simpler to omit, the delay and send any
carries directly to the carry flipeflop of the next column to the left.
However, the delay is necessary if this miltiplyeadder is to be used in the
realization of certain of the Class ITI multipliers (nanely those for which

p <q, where p and q are defined in Chapter VI). The correct operation of the

muitiply-adder of Fig. IV-6 will be justified below, but the multiplication
time (and thus necessarily the tdme~lapses) will be figured from a

multiplyeadder which does not use these delay lines.
The "ca", intervening before the storage of the carries, alters the orasr

of summation of carry digits from that which would have occured in the a.cs Bl
multiplier, but the final product. can still be correct, This is so because the

only chance for an incorrect product lies in the possibility that a carry digit
will be lost. This might occur in either of two ways The first and most serious
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isa the vossibility of a pulse arriving from a delay line unit at a carry

flip-flop which already holds a "1", thus causing carry overlap.
It can be seen with the aid of Figs. and IVe7 that carry overlap

in digit column j is impossible if and only if

This simplifies to
3 Ac,A cafe, (k + Ac, (k @c, (k + 1) 0 7

0Ac (k) (k + 1) Ac, (k + 1A

Again from Figs. IVe6 and 7, Ac, (k +1) #
Ae, (k) @

Aye Therefore theJ
original relation is satisfied for every possible combinaticn of digits,

The cther wey in which a carry digit might be lost is that the set and

clear sides of a carry flip-flop may receive pulses simltaneously" (logically
speaking). Examples can be found in which this situation will occur, but fron

the above proof it follows that the contents of the carry flip-flop will always

be 0 before the arrival of the two pulses. Thus if the flipeflop circuit will
always complement in this situation, no carries will be lost. However, if the

pulses arrive in an adverse order or in the right order but separated by less than

P psec, (which could eccur if the delay were not long enough or if it
proved desirable to decrease in the interests of faster operation) it is
obvious that the flipeflop circuit will not complement. This situation can be

avoided entirely by an alteration of the multiplyeadder as shown in Fig, Iv-8.
It will be noted that this requires more equipment. Decision between the two

forms of the multiply-adder depends on the physical gaituation end mst include

ecnsideration of many diverse factors such as the period of the circuit used
7. See Table III-1 and footnote 3, P.



for a clock pulse generator (if a K type control ig to be used), the

stability of delay lines, etc., as opposed to the susceptibility of gate
tube circuits to intermittent errors, ete.

It should be noted that the delay in a control section before a c

pulse would have to be great enough to allow any possible carries from a
partial add which may occur before the final. cs to pass thru the delay lines
and to set up the carry flip-flop outputs.

The maximum time-lapses for the a.cs B2 arithmetic section of Fig.
nodified age discussed above are found to bez

arcs 25+ ae
c33 a

These values are approximately the same and therefore C and K type controls

@ will operate with about the same speeds, The control sections of Figs. IVe2 and

3, designed for the a.ca Bl miltiplier and discussed in the preceding section,
are applicable here.

4.3.2 Equipment count
Number Used = n digits Total UsedBasic Control Section Arithmetic sectionCircuit E c n= 16

K

F logon = 1+ log, (n = 1) dn 69 69
GT L 82+ logs (n = 1) 8n 133+ log, n 13h
Be hn 6h 6h

0 0 an 32 32
Hy 2 nel 15 17
D 2 3 2 3

for Kea.cs B2Total Weighted Equipment Count 1 for B2
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4.3.3 Multiplication time

A. Ke2.cs B2 (Control of Fig. IV~2)

Let the multiply command pulse occur simultaneously wth the read-in
pulse. Then:

1. t td, 2+
2. T mst be determined so that the mltiplication process can

be stopped reliably.
1 26+ Lette 075 psec. (16 2n 29)

= catc let, 0.5 psec,

L2 Z(n-1) 8+ Letf, * 1.1 psec, if r= 16

3. Ifn= 16, t 19.1 psec.
B,. B2 (Control of Fig. Iv-3)

Let the multiply command pulse occur t + a + Wusec. after the read-in
pulse, Thens

tain n(28+2y +f) ed;
2. 228+ 4+ a Let, * 0.64sec,

ave (3/2)nT

ave

1, t +

of 27
(16 ? n2 9)

[3% 3
7 tel (n = 16)

3. Ifne 16,

25+ ts2

ave
The Keaes Bl multiplier = Fig.
h.h.1 The operation

The maximum time-lapses for the acs Bl arithmetic section are found

he

from Fig. IVe9 to be:

G+ t+ 24 + 3(a
2. *Sa+ hw

3(a ew)
acstc Le + t+ 24 (2N -1) (16 > 29)
care

a
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These maximum timeelapses are all essentially the same except those for
acstc and csc. The clock pulse period of a Ketype control may be chosen

disregarding these latter, longer time-lapses since only one of them can

occur during a multiplication and then orly at the end of the operation.

Therefore, they can be taken eare of by & delay line after the clock pulse
flow has been stopped. Hence either a K or a C-type control can be used.

A Cetype control offers very little possiblity of increasing the speed of

operation over that of a K=type control here since it will be found below

that the value of the clock pul.se period need not be increased t> ensure

reliable stopping of the mitiplication process. Hense only a K=type

control will be considered,

This multiplier realization is somevhat different from the sthers to
be considered, The difference lies in the use of levels as well as pulses
from control, Change of the control leveis effectively changes the intere
connection of logical blocks within the multiply-adder. This different

type of control makes the sensing gates of the nif digit section of the

B register unnecessary, but they mst be replaced by the diode "and" and

"or" circuits shown in Fig.
It will be noted that no separate shift pulse is used, but that

the "acs" pulse is used with the effect of a "cs" in place of it. The

"aca" input is made to perform a "cs" simply by effectively disconnecting
the A register flip-flops from the adders by means of the B, lev2l,1

The highespeed carry which must be performed to complete the formation

of the product is accomplished by another interchange of connections within
the multiply-adder, again achieved by the change of two control levels
the lowering of the miltiply level and the raising of the high-sxeed carry
level. Before the c line can be pulsed to record the final product,
sufficient time must he allowed for the carry levels to propagata thru the
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The maximum time-lapse (css) occurs when a level must

travel the entire length of the Knowledge of the elepsed
time in this case is necessary for the determination off in the control
section.

If the separate "acs" and "acs + c® lines were not used than an addi-
tional pulse mixer would be necessary in each digit column.

Equipment count

Basic
Circuit

Number Used n digits Total Used
Control Section Arithmetic Section

F J1+ log, n ln 68

GT 1+ log, n é - 5 9h

nel 15

1 én oLe 93

3(n = 2) 52

D 2 0 2

Total Weighted Equipment Count = 5150

4.4.3 Multiplication time

Let the mltipty command pulse occur simltaneously with the read-in
pulse. Then:

nT tf, + "(, + 5-% (16 »
29)

2. T must be chosen so that the flow of clock pulses will be

reliably stopped, and so that sufficient time will be allowed for the
maximim timeelapses. In this case it is the latter requirement which

determines T

Tevet + H+ Sat hws 0.85 usec

$y Thott 2+ (n= 1) (a rw) =

Sy:
Let 103 psec ifn=16
Let

€(,
= 0.55 psec

1. t ene

3. 16, ave 15.2. psec.
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@ 4.5 The Keacs B2 miltiplier + Fig, IV-10

4.5.1 The operation

The maximim time~lapses are found from Fie. IV-10 to bez

acsics try aow

w

x + t
A K type control is included in Fig. IV-l0. The delay unit D, in this control
allows the multiplication process to be stopped at the proper step withcut

increasing the clock pulse period, T. Since it is not necessary to make T

larger than is necessary for the maximum time-lapses and since these latter
are very nearly equal, a C type control will net be considered.

@ The maltiplier is quite straightforward in its overation; there are no

unusual details which require discussion,
4.5.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used = n digits Total Used
Circuit Control Section Arithmetic Section

F 21 + log, (a - 1) ln -1 68

GT 21+ log, (n 1) 10n = 6 154

$2 h(n ~ 1) 60

0 2(n = 1) 30

M 3n <2 16

D 2 2

Total Weighted Equipment Count = 1752
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4.5.3 Multiplication time

Let the multiply command pulse occur simultaneously with the read-in
pulse. Thens

2, > 25% T+ a tW? et T O,dusec.

Sy 27+ 25+ c= OY: Let {. = 1.1 wee (16 2n 29)

1, +

> (n Let usec if n 162

So + +

2T - 0.5 usecLet
3

5x

3. If n 16, toy % 1103 psec

4.6 The B miltiplier -- Figs. and IVe12

1.6.2. The operation

The maximum time-lapses are

asc

(ne 1)3 +

There is a significant difference between the maximum time-lapse values if.
n has any reasonable value. Therefore a C type control is dictated, The

control to te used is shown in Fig, IVell,
The pate on the "1" side of the control flip-flop is used to supply

the multiplication complete pulse in place of using a delayed end-carry
since in half the cases this will save 2

+ psec,
The arithmetic section (omitting the B register) is sown in Fig, IV-12.

This realization operates in a straightforward manner, It might be mentioned,

though, that the shift pulse need not operate on the carry register since the

preceding high-speed carry operation will always leave this repister cleared.



4.6.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used n digits Total Used
Circuit Control Section j A:ithnetic Section ® i6

21+ log, (n = 1) 1 68

72+ log, (n = 1) 8n = 130

My 2 3n = 4 L6

D 3 0 3

Total Weighted Equipment Count 1172

4.603 Multiplication time

Let the multiply command pulse occur 7 psec. after the readein pulse,

1. tag n (20+ ard, +(o+f,)
tein 7 0 (28+ 2p

2. 2 asc "25743 Letfy = 0.Ousec.

2 Let 1.1 if n= 16

3, Ifne 16, teve 2.8 usec.

4.7 The Ceas.c B mltiplier -- Figs. IV= and 5

Thens

3

(n
> e Let f. = 0.6 4 (15 29)3

4.7.1 The operation
The maximum timeelapses are:

asic 2x4

ctas

cia
stas ptt

+ c

The significant differcnces between these maxim time-lapses forces the

use of a C type control.

The operation of the control shown in Fig. is very similar to

that of the control discussed in section 4.6.1, The only is that

required to supply the commands in proper sequence.

An alternate mixed "K=C typ3" control is shown in Fig, IV-13. The
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rs ajor discdvantage of this type of contol is that to obtain a maximum speed

when using it, close timing between the reset pulse to the controi flip-flop
and the next clock pulse is required.

The arithmetic section of Ceas.c B (omitting the B register) is yhown

in Fig, Ivel5. Since whenever B, = 1 a shift operation (combined with 1

partial acd) is performed before the operation, the carries generated ty

this operation must be added into the accumulator flipeflop shown rather t.an

into the next one to the left, as in the ordinary case.

Whenever a shift occurs, a "c" has preceded it and cleared the carry

register, Therefore, the "s" operation need not act upon the carry register.
A flip-flop is not needed for carry atorage in digit column number one

since the Acy flip-flop can be used for this purpose. Any highespeed carry

pulse can also be sent directly to this flip-flop without danger of carry

overlap. This follows fron the known fact that the product of two numbers

of n and 9 digits respectively cannot exceed n+ p digits, and from the

fact that p shifts have bean performed before the "c" which forms the product

of A (2, = (p =1) is performed,

4.7.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used = n digits Total
Circuit ControlSection Arithmetic Section n= Ygea

fF = 1+ log, (n = 1) ln 1 68

a 10n - 2 164= 2+ log, (n = 1)

M 2
2

an+ 1 35

D 3 3

>
4

Total Weiphted Equipment Count L522

4.7.3 Multiplication tine

Let the multiply command pulse eccur ys after the read-in pulse,

Then



MAX n (eb+ 2

min (29+
Ze wens Let{, 0.6 psec.

3

1

5223

Letd, ® lol psec if n= 16

: Let = 0,6 usec (16 2n 29)3
3. Ifns 16, t

4.8 The C-ac.s Bl multiplier Figs. IV-16 and 17

4.8.2 The operation

= 20 psecave

The maximum timeelapses ares

sac l)Wei
$368

A C type control is necessary for maximum speed, A pessible cmtrol is
shown in Fig, IV-16. It is very similar to the control of Fig.
(discussed in section ).7.1) except for the additional delay in the B 1

input line, This delay is necessary since s: ac ia longer than szs,
The arithmetic section (omitting the B register) is shown in Fig. IV-17.

Its operation is straightforuard,
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4.8.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used =n digits Total Used
Circuit Control Section Arithmetic Section ne 16

21+ log, (n = 1) 3n1
GT 2 2+ log, (n = 1) Sn + 3

8, 0 Sn - h

OR,
nel

ORo
nel

I nel
Mo

2 0

D 3

89

76

15

15

15

2

3

Votal Weighted Equipment Count = 3868

4.8.3 Multiplication
Let the multiply command pulse occur t + a +Wysec. after the

read-in pulse. Thens

1. tax" n (28+ a fh "f fy
tain 7 2 (2+ Q +

$ Let (> 006 psec (16 2 n 2 9)

3

Let I- = 0.5520

23+2

2° Let3

ign=16
3, Ifn= 16, t 18 psec

4.9 The B2 multiplier -- Figs. IV-16 and 18
ave

4.9.3. The opsration
The maximum time-lapses, obtained from Fig. IV-18 are:

8: ac

$338 u + €
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A C type control is necessary; a possible one is shown in Fig, IV-16,
Note that the

Ds delay linc unit is not needed when this control is used for
the 6-ac.8 B2 miltiplier,

The erithmetic section (omitting the B register) is shown in Fig, Iv-18,
This aritrmetic section is identical to that of the B multiplier
(Fig. IV-12) except that here each carry flip-flop (except C ) with its
associatec: gate tube has been replaced by a delay line. This chenge permits
the high-speed carry tobe performed without the need of ajseparate "c" pulse,
More important, it results in a considerable reduction in the equipment count.

However, this change will not allow a very great decrease in the multiplication
time of Ceac.s B2 over that of B since the flip-flop transition time,
Tt, must still elapse before the carry pulses can emerge from the delay lines.
(Therefore %.)

The C flipeflop cannot be replaced by a single delay unit for a rather
complicated reason. The argument is as follows. It is easy to find an

@ examle of multiplication for which Ac, * 1 and 4° 1 at a particular time.
Suppose ar "ac" operation is now performed, A carry digit to column 0 will
then be generated, and if the carry flip-flop has been replaced by a delay

since (1) the carry mst not be permitted to destroy the content of Ac, until
this content has been shifted to Aco, and (2) the carry mst arrive soon enough
to permit the flip-flop to stabilize before the shift pulse occurs. On the
other hand suppose that Ay = 0 and Ac, = 1 and that a carry comes into the

column zero will be generated, but now this carry mst experience a delay So
1 /2 for the same two reasons as before. Since the delay thru a delay line

gate tube and a two input pulse mixer, as shown in Fig. IVel9. That this

whose output goes to the set input of Acy» then{, must equal of Fig. IV=161

first digit column microsecods after the Rack pulse. Again a cary to digit

unit is just one specific value, the C flipeflop cannot be replaced by

asingle delay line unit. However, it can be replaced by two delay units, a

circuit will operate correctly can be checked by considering all the cases which

can occur. These are outlined as follows.



I, Ae, O

A. The next pulse is on the shift line.
B. The next pulse is on the "ac" line,

1, a carry into the digit column from the "ac" pulse.st

Bo Ay el
be A, * 0

2. no carry into the 18% digit colurm from the "ac" pulse.
ae Ay 1

be Ay
= 0

:

II, Ac) * 2

A. The next pulse is on the shift line.
Be The next pulse is on the Fac" line.

1. a carry into the 12 digit column fron the "ac" pulse,
Qe Ay 1

b. A, 70
2. mo carry into the j= digit column from the "ac"pulse.st

Qo A 1

vb. 4° 0

If the operation of the circuit in Fig. IVel9 is checked in each one of these

case II. 1. a.

cases it will be found that the correct result must occur in every case except

condition that the accumulator register contains all zeros that this case can

never occur. The argument feolous..

Case Ii , 1, a. can arise from the "ac" pulss enly if the configuration
of the Ac and A digits in the first two columns previous to the pulse is as follows

es digit colum

However, it can easily be established from the ;iven initial

2

rs flip-top register
Ac 1 .1
A 1
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The initial configuration of Ac is always: The initial1 2ce

Ac

configuration of A cannot be changed during the mod operation anc

therefore since we wish to end up with an A configuratic: of 21

L d

This must also be the initial configuration. Now consider what can happen

within the multiplier as the multiply operation A shift could occur,
but this is of no interest gince it will not change hcg OF ASne Suppose then2
that an "ac" pulse occurs, The result will be : 2

Ac 1

1

At least one shift nust intervene before another "ac" puise cen occur. After
one shift: This is not case II. 1, a. Anothar shift wouldENE 2.

Ac 9 1

return us to the initial situation, so assume that an as" pulas is now

oformed: andc 1, After one shifts 2 . again
AcAc

this is not case II. 1. a. Another shift would retvrn us to tha immediately
preceding situation, and so the only chance for case Il. 1. a, to arise mst
come from another "ac" operation being performed at this time, Yhenz

AS]? 2

Ac O;l
and 1, After one shift: e Clearly wa1 2

Ac 1 o

have entered a cycle in which Case II. 1. a. will never occur.

4.9.2 Equipment count

Basic Total UsedCircuit Contrd. Section
Number Used n cirits

Arithnetic Section ne 16
FF al log, (n = 1) 3n + 1

GT 7n 1 419* 2% log, (n » 1)
iH 2 n = 1 17

D 2 Rn 7 17

Total Weighted Equipment Geunt = 3724

4.9.3 Multiplication time
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Let the multiply-command pulse occur t microgeconds after the

read=in puise, Then:

1. From section 4.8.3 with f, = Os

> So)*ave n (2+ 2+ 1/2
2. fie f= 0,5 prec

fy 2

: Let
n= 16

1
Let

o = %06 psec (16 2 9)
3. Ifn* 16, t psecave

4.10 The Dl and C. Dl multipliers Figs. I-20, 21 and 22
20,1 Theoperation

The maxirmm stage time-lapses are found from Fig. IV#22 to ber

S 8 +
(113 ac 25+ t + a

2e +7s
Also from Fig. IV~22, the perestage delays are

Since the perestage delays are very nearly squal and the maximum atage
tine-lapses are essentially equal, the maximum time-lapses are very nearly
equal and therefore beth K and C types controls must be considered, A K

type control is shown in Fig. IV-20 and a C type in Fig, IV-21,
The arithmetic section (omitting the B register) is shown in Fig,

The operation is straightforward,
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4.10.2 Equipment count
Total Used

Basic Number Used - n dicits ne
Circuit Control Section Arithmetic Section

16
Cc

FF Z1+ log, a 5h

aT 1+ log, n 10n = 3 162

gael 31

$2 nel 32

My 0 2 nel 17 19

3 1 3
2 for K-ac.s DL

Total Weighted Equipment Count * 4126 for Cwac.s Dl

a

2

4.10.3. Miltiplication tima

A. Dl (Control of Fig. IV-20)
the multiply command pulse cccur similtaneously with the read-in

pulse:

tate (=o
tain ent + f- t

2. T must be determined so that the mitiplication process will be

stopped reliably.
T26Y+c: Let T= .75 psec, (16

[rave (nel) poto hy: Let (= 1,05 psec. if n = 16

30 Ifn= 16, t 16.5ave 4 OF

B. Ceac.s Dl (Control of Fig.
Let the multiply comma'd pulse occur t + a psec, after the read-in

pulse. Then:

l. trae 2 1 (28% +5 (16 > n 29)
(16 Zn 2 9)a (2 + 2 3

2, LetSy 0,55

(16 > 2 9)hvte s Let 0.7psec. ene2

hs Let 1.05 psec. if n * 16
3

3. 16, 18.4 Os,ave
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Since the two controls give nearly equal multiplication times, let
us choose the K type in order to avoid the critically located delay line
units of =he C type.
4,11 The Ceac.s D2 multiplier -- Figs. IVe23 and 2h

yell... The operation
An inspection of the arithmetic section shown in Fig. IV=-2h

shows that perestage delay for the "ac® command has no fixed value, but

may be either or 2, This indicates that the C type control which uses

the completion pulses from the arithmetic section (instead of outputs from

delay Lines) may provide the fastest operation, The value of % for the

two C type controls of Figs. and IV-23 are calculated below. The
ave

maximum stage time-lanses and the perestage delays will be neededs

s
ac or 2g

oy25+
If the C type control of Fig. Iv-16 is used, then from the axpressions

developed in section 4.8.3 3

ave n (23 + 2p +

It remains te be determined whether or not the
3 delay is necessary.

The maxim time-lapses are

aczs = n(7 ac max) (n = 1) e{n#41)3 ++
stac * 25 + +

setae 284s
Since 3:3 # szac The other delay line values. ares

if n= 16

: Letf, = O.6us0c. (16 2 n 22B 9)
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Then tava 2007 sec when n = 16.

If the control of Fig. IV-23 is used, then n must satisfy:
minimum total delay of the "ac" pulse z

(s-ac). and (8 =

nv 22wved
n22+ $
n 215

If n<15, then the "ac" pulse must be delayed an additional amount

before emerging from the mltiply-adder,
Let denote the d ay experienced by the "ac" pulse im passing

thru the arithmetic section and denote the delay experienced by the

pulse, Then
= (23+ 2p

tain? Qa >fs) n

where Sec ® 2un

#(n - 1)

Every time that an "ac" pulse occurs in the multiplication procedure the value

_

of ac is likely to be different, The maximum value of is 2a, while
the minimem isn. If we Tirst take the average of the extremes of the

multiplication time when B is all'one's, and then average this with the

multiplication time when B is all zero's (which dees not depend on Soc ) the
result ie

(2+ 2p
+ Jacma

(2 er, ]
-( nelynt2yun

If n 16, then

*eve, ave * 18.8 psec.
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Although this figura may not have the sane sipnificance as the ta ve for the

control of Fig. IV-16, namely the multiplication time most likely to occur,
it is approximately (if not exactly)' what this figure would be for the

control of Fig. At any rate this latter control is most likely
slightly "aster than the first, and if not then the overall improvement in
gpeed which would be due to using the first rather than the second would

certainly. be insignificant.
The arithmetic section (Fig. IV=2);) is simple in its logical construc-

tion and nothing further need be said of its operation.
4.11.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used = n dictts Total UsedCircuit ControlSection Arithmetic Section 16

FF 3n + 1 Sk21+ log, (n = 1)
GT o 10n2 2 + log, (n = 1) 166

My 2 a 18

Total Weighted Equipment Count 3856

4.11.3 Multiplication time

If the multiply command pulse cccurs microseconds after the readein

pulse, then the value calculated in section 4.11.1 can be used, namely 18.8 psec.
We The D3 and D3 multipliers -- Figs. IV-20, 21, and 25

4.12.2 The operation

The maximum stage time-lapses are found from Fig. IV-25 to bez

23° t+ a2w8

(8:3)

Also from Fig. IV-25, the per-stage delays areg

ac

yeu
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Since the per-stage delays are very nearly equal and the maximum

stage time-lapses are essentially equal, the multiplication times provided

by K and C type controls (Figs, IV=20 and 21) must be calculated and compared

before a choice can be made.

The arithmetic section (Fig. Iv-25) is different fren any other D type

section of the Class I mitipliers in that two digits are handled

eously, 1.e. 9 a stage consists of two digit columns. This requires a rather

involved arrangement of gates, although the logical design of this circuit
is entirely straightforward when Boolean techniques are used.

4.12.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used - n digits Total Used
Circuit Control Section

4

Arithnetic Section
K K

F 5h1+ log a

GT 8n = 231+ log, a
Bn = 3 77

és 0 2 (n = 1) 30

0 3n = 2 L6

My 0 9nf2+1
D 1 3 0 1 3

2

1280 for K-ac.s D3
for D3

Total Weighted Equipment Count

4.12.3 Multiplication
A. D3 (Control of Fig. IV=20)

Let the multiply command pulse occur simultaneously with the readein

pulse, Thens

l. t 2 3/2 nT +

2. T migt be determined so that the multiplication process will be
ave

stopped reliably.
f To Let .75 (16

(n/2 (@+ p) + + = 38: ofS psec. if n= 16

3 16, vive re18,1 passe
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B, D3 (Control of Fig.
Let the multiply command pulse occur t + 2W+ a after the readein

pulse, Thens

3. In 16, tove = 18.1 psec.

4.13 The CeaseB mltiplier: Figs. Iv-26 and IV-27

4.13.1 The operation

The maximum time-lapses are deduced from Fig. IV-27 to be:

+ 3x + if (16 29)ave en (2 +

4
2

+

2 Let_f, = .55 usec.1
Let 7psec. (16 <= 9)

4 o75 psec if n= 162 (n/2 -1) (8+ wy) 30 Let
22

3

> ptt
nye

asctese (tn

szasc

Sse Pree t
In addition, it is found that the delay, f. should equal the flip-flop
transistion time, t, Since the maximum time-lapaes differ by a consider=

able amount, a C type control will allow the faster operation. A control
which can be used with this arithmetic section is shown in Fig,

It should be noted that the arithmetic section for this multiplier
(Fig. IV-27) is the same as that for the Ceas.c B miltiplier (Fig. IV-1h)
with all the carry flipeflops and their associated gate tubes replaced by

delay lines. This same device was used to obtain the Ceac.s B2 multiplier
from the B multiplier, As there, the new multiplier will operate

slightly faster than the original one and a considerable amount of equipment
will be saved,

4.13.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used n digits Total UsedCircuit Control Section Axsithmetic Section ns 16
FP = 1 > log, (n = 1 3n 53
QT 2 > log, (nm » 1) on = 1 1h9

2 33
2 ra



Total Weighted Equipment Count « 036
33

413.3 Multiplication tine
Let the multiply command pulse occur 7 microseconds after the

pulse, Thens

le t (29 + 2p NG
tain 72 (28% 2p +f,)

sn

20 0.5 psec.2
2 (n+1)f+Sou «s Let n= 16

Let
1

: tet, 0.6 psec. (16 2n29)2

36 ave = 20 psec.
hol The Coacs Bl multiplier Figs. IVe28 and 29

4.1h.1 The operation

The maximum time-lapses are found from Fig. IV«29 to be as follows

(provided that the control used initiates the shift of the B register
taneously with the shift command to the multiply-adder).

acszacs +n (a+) + 24

82acs

21+ 2 (a

acess Bett n (a et) + ae 247

The fact that the maxim time-lapses for two commandepairs which begin

w th a shift command differ significantly shows that aC type control would

be speedier than a K type. However, the very fact that it is these two comnand-

pairs whose time lapses differ requires an extra flip-flop and two extra gate

tubes for the C type control to take advantage of the shorter time required by

the shift, shift command-pair. The necessary arrangement shown in Fig. IVe26,

The arithmetic section of this multiplier is scmewhat similar to that of

the Keacs Bl multiplier (Fig. IVe9) in that it requires a level from the

flip-flop of the B register in order to effectively change the interconnections

within the mltiplyeadder, The resuit of this interchange is convert tha

"acs" comand input into an tt gt input. 'The two. gate tubes on the nt B register
This is based on the assumption that it takes just about as long for a fall in
the carry level to propagate thru the multiply-adder as it does for a rise to
propagate thru.
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flip-flop are again exchanged for the diode "and'circuits of Fig. IV~29

as part of the digit forming equipment.

@ 4.14.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used ~ n digits Total Used
Cirevit Control Section Arithmetic Section 16

FF 3n 5h2 + log, (n = 1)

GT 2 3 + log, (n = 1) bn + 2 73

+3,5" O nel 15

+2,5° 1 1

n 16be
2

D 3 0 3

Total Weighted Equipment Count 392)

4.14.3 Multiplication tine
Let the multiply command puise occur 4t+ (n+ 1) (atw) +

after the read<in pulse, Then

3. Ifn= 16, 16.2 usec.

4.15 The B2 multiplier: Figs. IVe30 and 31

4.15.1 The operation
The maximum timeslapses are found from Fig, IV-31 te be

a

1. t + + (nf/2)B+ (n1)(a(28+ Qn+ (n = 1) 248max

min (38+ a+ (n 1) + (aed) (a +@) + 24
3

2. (a +e) + : = 1,0 usec. if n= 16

Lo 29+ * 2+2 (a +W) ~ 38 Let 0.7 psec.
: Letf- 1.5 n= 1613

ave

This value occurs when B = 10101..... and n is even.
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@ AC type control must be used for optimum speed because of the significant
differences in these values, The control of Pig. IV-30 will take advantage
of the shorter maximum time-lapses.

The arithmetic section for this multiplier is identical to that for the

Ceacs Bl miltiplier except that shift gates have been added. This addition
means that the multiplyeadder no longer needs an add level from control not the
associated diode "and" gates. The result of this change is to decrease the

nultiplication time at the expenses of increasing the equipment count.

4.15.2 Equipment count

Basic Number Used ~ n dirits Total UsedCireuit Contwol Section Arithmetic Section 16

F = 1 + log, (n = 1) 53

GT 22+ log, (n @ 1) 6n+ 2 lol
+3,5" 0 nej 15

+2,58 1 1

2 35

D 2 2

Total Weighted Equipment Count 4172

4.15.3 Multiplication time

Let the multiply command pulse occur + n (a +) + 24 20+
after the read=in pulse, Thens

1. tang n (2a + 2 + +L, + (n+1) (a+) 241

Stn n (2% + 2p + (a + 24

26 oy+ t+ 2+ (n= 1) (acw) do - 23 = Qu Let 0.35 usec,1

tate, 0.625+ 42

3. Ifn= 16, t 1.9 usec. (16 7n 79)ave
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4,16 The Keaca D multipliers Figs, Ive32 and 33

4.16.1 Theoperation
The maximum stapa time-lapses and the perestage delays are four'

from Fig. IV-33 totes

(acs acs). 2Fe te

28+

CG

Since the perestage delays are equal and the maximum stage time-lapses
are essentially equal, either a C or a K type control car be used. Howevar,

since the K type control of Fig. IV-32 allows the clock pulse period to be

chosen without regard to raliable stepping of the mltiplication, a C type
control does not appear to be of sufficient promise to be considered,

The arithmetic section (Fig. IV-33) 1e straightforward in its design

and its operation,

4.16.2 % Count

Basic used n digits Total Used
Circult Control Section a Arithmetic Section n 16

FF 2ltLog, (n 1)

ar @ log, (n = 1) = 3 162

bo 6h,

mR, 0 B 16

M),
2n + 1 31

0 ano] 31

neh 20

D 2 0 2

53

1>

Total Weighted Equipment Count * 1347
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4.16.3 Multiplication tine
Let the multiply command pulse occur similtaneously with the read-in

pulse. Thens

1. tore tin" tege e pT > (36 2n2 9)

{, 2+-5%
0.6 psec.We a

Let( 0.55 psec.

2 gTPW+ t+
(16 29)>~ +

OLS usec. (16 29)2

9.8 psec.3, 16, ave
4.17 The Coc,a.s multipliers Figs. Venh and 3h

401701 The operation
The naximum timeelapses are found from Fig. to bet

(n = 2) Ie

Sinee there is a significant difference in these values, the C type control

of Fig. should be used.

The arithmetic section (Fig, IVe3h) was designed from Table III-3, p

through the use of Boolean techniques, The control of the two gate tubes

feeding the line ineach digit column is such that both can pass a pulee

at a particular step of the mitiplication.

7 A carry is possible; e.g., when A 101011 and B ® ll,
10 Since a <%s however, both are so amall that this point is trivial.
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4.17.2 Equipment. Count

Basic Number Used - n digits Total UsedCircuit Control Section Arithmetic Section ne 16

F 3n +1 5h2 Log, (n
GT intl ng22+ Log, (n 1)
é 3n 2

OR, nel
My 2 nel 17

D 3 0 3

2

2

Totel Weighted Equipment Count 368)

Multiplication time

Let the multiply command pulse occur t + a +e microseconds after the
readoin pulse, Thens

1. tmax n (23+
n (2 Q +min

3

25 16
3

0.8 psec.

0.55>
2

28+ : Let, = 0.6 psec. (162 n 29)33

3. t = 22 psec,ave
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Lol Multiplicand (AR)

Multiplier (BR)Lili
Multiply O= Carry Row e Carry Rows are held in CF.000000
Partial Add 000000 O- Partial Sum
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1

000000 A Carry Row + The Previous Carry Row

Al Partial Sum
5

a 299 carry Row00000
a 2°4 Partial Sum

0000001°
nd

ndPartial Add- 0101102
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A 1% partial sun
0 0/1 0 0 0
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239 carry Row
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gud 001000
partial Add 2
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3

3
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Q
e

An Illustration of the Procedure used by the a.cs Bl MultiplyeAdder
Fig, IV
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Chapter V

the Class IT Multipliers
5.1 Introduction

Consider the possibility of using the sum of q partial products
as the qth digit group and summing these groups in the rame order as the

partial products were summed by the Cicss I multipliers, The multipliers
which proceed in this manner will be called the Class II multipliers as

iong as q 13 if q=1 then the Class I multipliers are obtained, Thus

the Class II multipliers are a direct generalization of the Class I malti-
pliers, The process of adding in one digit group will be termed a step in
the multiplication. Thus I, steps will be required to complete the

plication, where I, is the integer satisfying n/q + 1 I, = n/a.
The problem of forming the 4th digit group (termed a q-order

partial product) igs more complicated than it was for the Class I multipliers.
In fact if q = n then the entire problem of performing the miltiplication
becomes one of designing ths equipment to form the digit proup. However,
the design presented below for this equipment requires a tremendous number

of diodes ( and hence of isolating and amplifying circuits) when q n ifn
has a value such as 16, It will also be found, however, that the multiplication
time decreases as q increases. Therefore, some compromise is desirable in
choosing the value of q. Whatever compromise is chosen, variations are possible
according to the method used for summing the digit groups, i.e., according to
the specific used. Many of the multiply-adders developed for
the Class I multipliers can be used in tho realization of Class II multipliers
with the main alteration that the shift right performed at each step must be for
q digits instead of one digit, This alteration may or may not require added

equipment,
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5.2 Realization of the Clase II multipliers
502.1 The arithmetic section

The interconnections of the blocks which constitute a general
arithmetic section are shown in Fig. Vel. A discussion of the various
blocks in this figure is given below,

5.2.1.1 Forming the digit groups
A general description of the method used for forming the digit

groups follows. The first digit group is the sum of the first of partial
products which in turn is the product of the rightmost of digits of the

multiplier (B in Fig. with the multiplicand (A in Fig. III-1). This
number will be at most n+ q digits in length. It can be found by first
devising a circuit whch will form all of the 27 = 1 possible products of
a@ digit number with the n digits of A (omitting the zero product). Such

a circuit will be called a product generator. These 27 - 1 products can then

be supplied to an electronic switch controlled by the rightmost q digits of
By 1.€., the outputs of the rightmost q flip-flops of the B register, which

will select the correct product. This latter circuit will be called a pro-
duct selector. In order to form the next digit group, it is only necessary
to shift the contants of the B register q digits to the right so that the

product selector will be controlled by the next croup of q digits of B. Thus

the equipment for forming the digit proupsa consists of the product generator,
the product selector anda set of shift gates used wth B register, The

interconnections of the flip-flops of the B register with these gates are shown

in Fig. V-2, With the arrangement shown it is possible to shift the contents of
the B register q digits to the right with a single pulse. It should be noticed
that n is assumed divisible by q in this figure. The situation when n is not
divisible by will be Giscussed in section 5.2.1.3
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The product generator is to supply the 27 - 1 products of any q

digit number with the n diglts of A, Therefore it mst have inputs from

each of the n flip-flops of the A register, and it mst supply gt 3 groups
of at most n + q lines per group (one line per digit) as outputs. The circuits
designed to perform the desired function is shown in general form in Figure
Ve}, It utilizes the fact that 2 times a binary munber is that number shifted
k digits to the left, with zeros inserted in the k rightmost digits. No output
lines are nrovided for digits which must be zero, The equations at the bottom

of the firurs indicate how the circuit would be extended, The adder chains
which occur in this product generator will require some sort of isolating
circuits in the carry lines between the adders. The delay in the propagation
of the carry level thru the chain mist be considered when finding the speed
of the multiplier Furthermore, the output of one set of adders may be used to
drive other adders. For example, if q = 2, then the "3A lines" will be used in
forming 7A. Additional isolating circuits will be needed here, and the magnitude
of the additional delay mst not be neglected.

The product selector to be used is a simple combination of diods "and
and "or® circuits; it is illustrated in Fig. Vel, by an example for which q 2,
A gsweral circuit is difficult to draw bécause it is desirable to omit lines and

associated diodes which mist always tranemit a sero, but it is simple to derive
a product selector for any value of q from the banic plan presented in this
figure. Certain mltiply-adders require the inverses of as well as the direct
digit inputs, Inverters must be added at the outputs of the product selector
in these cases.



5e2elo2 The mul

The multiplyeadders developed for the Class I multipliers can be

adapted for use here. All miltiply-adders will require n+ q digit columns

with varying degrees cf simplification possible in the end sections. The

extra q digit colurms may be considered as added to the left end of the

multiplyeadder to accommodate new digit columns numbered O, -1
It is highly desirable that the multiply-eadders be altered so that a

q digit instead of a single digit shift right is performed by any command

pulse which requires « shift. Beaides requiring changes in the internal
connections of the mltiply-adders, this alteration may also require additional

equipment in each digit colum, as the case of a.cs Bl for example, Further-

more, the q digit shift will require that cirtain multiply-adders be extended

to the right. Specifically, which do not perform a complete

addition but perform only a single partial carry at each step mst be extended

(q = 1) (I, = 1) digit colunns to the right, while those which shift before
the addition is complete e.g., as.c B must be extended by q digit columns. In

any case, these added multiply-adder stages require less equipment than

gtage. The extension of the mltiply-adder must be accompamied by an

extension of the accumlator register.
In additicn to a possible effect on the equipment count of the

change to a q digit shift, a change in the multiplication time may result.
'In particular, the necessary change of connections within the D type mitiply-
adders may increase a maximum stage time-lapse slightly, which may in turn

affect the multiplication time.

It will be possible to eliminate some equipment from certain of

the multiply-adders which required extra separate shift inputs when used in
the Class I multipliers, e.g., acs B2, These extra inputs were required

because of the way in which these multipliers formed the digit groups and

(q 1

are not necessary when the multiply=adders are used in Class II mltipliers.



5.2.1.3 Use of the B register to store part of the product

If we allow the multiplier to be lost during the multiplication
then a number of flip-flopz and gate tubes can be saved by using the B

repister to store part of the product. In order that it be possible to

send the outputs of the rightmost q digit columns of the n + q digit colum:

multiply-adder directly to the B register, several conditions must be

satisfied, Firat the leftmost section of the B repister must contain q

flip-flops. If n is not divisible by q then qi_en flip-flops mst be

added to this section to fulfill this condition. The other conditions which

must be satisfied ares (1) The miltiplyeadder used performs a complete addi-

tion at each step and does not shift before completing this addition. (2)
The B register is shifted before or at the same time that the q completed

digit of the product arrive at the B register from the multiply-adder.
This condition is necessary in order that the contents of the first section

of the B register are not lost.
If the last two conditions of the preceding paragraph are not

satisfied, then various alterations mist be made. If the first condition is
not satisfied either because the multiply-adder performs only a partial carry
at each step, or because the nultiply-adder shifts before completing the addi-

tion, then, as was remarked in the preceding section, the multiplyeadder and

the accumulator must be extended to the right. The q rightmost outputs of

the extended multiply-adders may be sent directly to the B register provided

that the second condition is met thus still saving some flip-flops. It becomes

impossible to satisfy the second condition if acs D is the multiply-adder to be

used, In this case the q begin arriving at the leftmost section of the

B register before the acs command pulse has finished propagating thru the

multiply=adder and hence before the B register can be shifted (since the digit
group which controls the action of the propagsting cannan pulse is selected

by the contents of the rightmost section of the B register). In this case a



buffer section consisting of q flip-flops and q gate tube pairs must be ine
serted before the B register". This requires that the shift of the B register
be delayed after the arrival of the q digits from the multiply -adder at the

buffer section for approximately t microseconds.

5.2.2 The control section

There will be just one step time for any Class II multiplier.
Hence a K type control whose clock pulses initiate the steps or aC type
control will give approximately the same speeds of operation, as discussed
in section 3.2.3.1. Experience with the design of the controls presented
in Chapter IV shows that as long as the clock pulse period required is
great enough to ensure that the flow of clack pulses will be stopped re-
liabl , then the K type control will usually be preferable. K type controls
were chosen for the exemples of Class II mltipliers presented in section 5.4.
5.3 The mltiplication time

The time for the formation of the digit groups and delays in the

mltiply-adder will determine the initial time( (see section 3.3). The time

for the formation of the digit groups will be measured from the instant when

the outputs from the A repister flip-flops stabiliza after the read-in pulse
to the time when the outputs from the product selector have stab lized.
This time must be considered in two parts: (1) A time which need be allowed

only at the beginning of the multiplication and which will be known as the

initial formation time (IFT). This is the time until the stabilization of
the outputs from the product generator, (2) A time which elapses between

a shift pulse to the B register until the stabilization of the outputs from

the product selector and which must be allawed for at each step of the

plication.
It may be permissible to overlap intervals taking advantage of flip-flop
delays and thus eliminate the need for a buffet section, However, the safe
solution is chosen here,
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This will be known as the final formation time (FFT) The multiply-adder time

delay which must be added to the total digit group formation time to obtain
the initial tine is easily estimated in each particular case.

The astimetion of the step time is simple when no buffer section
is required. It is then only a matter of choosing the greater of two sums

the sum of the apprepriate maximum time-lapses cr the sum of the final forma-

tion time with the cielay which may be necessary between the occurrence of

the first command of tne step and the tine when the register shift
can be commanded, This delay will be ter:ned the digit groan hold time (DGHT).

It is zero for all B type multiply-adders except .a.s B for which it is
equal to c: &, and nonezero for all D type multiplyeadders (four these pre-
sented in Chapter IV, ii is essentially the propegate time of tha first
command pulse of a step). If a buffer section is required, then the estima-

tion of the step time is complicated by the need for allowing the stabilizae
tion of the buffer section flip-flops before commanding the B register shift.

The ingredients of the final time (see section 3.3) car. be readily
estimated in each specific case.

Sel Some Class II multipliers
Only the faster of the Class II multipliers which can ve developed

from the multiplyeadders of Chapter IV will be discussed here, As a aid in
discovering which multiply-adders to use in the construction of such mitie
pliers, a comparison of their step times when n = 16 and q = 2 was made ind is
shown in Table V=l, Thig table indicates that either acs B2 or ac.s D3 wold
be a good choice in order to obtain a fast Class II multiplier,

2

These times for the special case q = 2 and n = 16 are found fron Figs, Vo",2

and to be: 16 (a+ ) +42 0.7) psec.
c+ + 2a+% 0.6 psec. ifIFT

inverters are not. necessary on the outputs of the product selector. If
they are necessary then

FFT = 0.7 psec.
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If a multiplier is built using aces D3 with q 2 and a K type control
as shown in Fig, Ve5 with:

T@ ac3s + stac = 1.2 usec.

& aczs 0.55 psec

So acre t = 3% 1.0 psec.

then, assuming that the read~in pulse occurs (ITL) = T psec. before the

pulse, the multiplication time if n = 16 1s

t initial time + (no. of steps - 1) (step time) + final time

t °0.7h + 0.7 + 0.06 + (8 = 1) (1.2) + 1.0 = 10,9 psec.
The equipment count is found to be 5730, taking into account the

fact that several diode level gates can be omitted in the Ac_,s Ac, section
of the multiply-adder (since the Ac) flip-flop must always hold a zero after the

shift command).

A multiplier using a slight modification of acs B2 and with values of n

and q of 16 and 2 is show in Figs. IVa and 7. The multiplication time of
the multiplier when T = 0.7 usee.sd 0.5 usec. andJ, = 1.) psec. is
approximately 8.1; usec. The equipment count is 7310.

The multiplication time of Class II miltipliers using either acs B2 or
acs D3 could be improved beyond the values quoted above by using a greater
value of q; however, the equipment count, which is already larger in both

cases than any encountered in Chapter IV, is thereby increased rapidly while
the multiplication time decreases slowly. Furthermore, the Class III multie

pliers give better results than can te expected from the Class II mltipliers
with any value of q.



fable V-l
Step Time

(n= 16,q"2) .

(ussc.)
acs Bl 0.6 + 9.55 0 + 0.6 1.15
acs B2 0.6 + 9.5 0+ 0.6 11 *
ace Bl 0.85 0 + 0.7 0.86 *
acs B2 0.6 0 + 6.7 0.7 *
Beles B 0.6 + 1,1 + 0.5 0 + 0,6 2.1
asec Bl 0.6 + Lal 0 + 0.7 1.7
aces Bl 0.55 + 3.426 0+ 0.7 1.81
ac,s B2 1.65 + 0.5 0 + 0.6 2.15
aces Dl 0.55 + 0,65 &# 0.6 + 0.7 1.3
aces D2 1,16 + 0.7 -21.86
aces D3 0.55 + 0.65 0.28 + 0.7 1.2
asc B 1.5 0 + 0.7 1.6
ace BL 1.34 0.+ 0.6 1.34
acs D 0.66 0,6 + 0.7 1.3

B 0.8 + 9.55 + 0,55 0.8 + 0.7 1.9

Multiply Sum of Max, time= _ FFT Step TimeDGHT +
Adder lapses for oneestep (usec. ) (psec.)

t It must be remembered that these arithmetic sections require a final
carry operation.
*% Increased maxim time-lapses must be used because of the two digit shift.
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The Class Ii multipliers (Fig. Vel) is that more than one product selector is
used, Lach product selector will be associatec with a particular qeorder

partial procuct and will supply p digits of that product in forming a digit
group. The number of qeorder partial products is I which is the integer
yhich satifies n/g + 1> I, 2 n/q. If the product selectors are controlled

the B revister as shown, then the first procuct se ector will supply digits
of the I th qeorder partial product, etc. It will be noted that the B register
mast not be shifted during the multiplication and hence there will be no

possibility of using it to store part of the product. However, in the formation

of the digit groups it will be found necessary to shift the A register. It
will furthe be found that we can use the A register for storage of part of
the product (as is indicated by the p pairs of lines joining the multiply
adder to the A register) if we are willing to lose the mitiplicand during the

A single pulse at each will be needed by the multiplyeadder since we are .

going te coisider only multiply-adders developed from acs Bl, This step pulse
will also be used to shift the A register and to advance the product generator

(see section 6.2.1.1). In cne form of mltiply-adder developed from acs Bl,
2, Pinal cary pulse is required at the end of the miltiplication.

Fig. Vie3(b) shows an example of Fig. VIe2 for the particular case of
a 6 p= 3, = 2. The labels on the A register flip-flops correspond to
the digits which they hold at the beginning of the multiplication, By the

end of the process these digits have been shifted into the product generator

(and thereby lest) and replaced by the rightmost n digits of the product.

The six gate tubes between the two sections of the A register serve both as

part of the equipmént for forming the digit groups and as the multiply-adder,
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put are placed as sham for symmetry.

Certain of the level. lincs in Fig. VI-3(b) are labellec with the digits
whieh they will carry when the procuct selectors are supplying the digits
of the group, The position and souree of each digit in relation to the
longehand scheme for binary multiplication 1s indicated in Fig, VI-3{a). 'The

outputs of the product selectors are changed from the digits of one group to
the digits of the next digit group by the step pulse. The step puise is algo
needed by ths multiplyeadder in order to add the digit groups with the contents
of the accumulator,

6.2.11 Formation of the digit mummy

Tho product generater for the Class YII multipliers is similar to
used by the Class II multipliers since thay both utilizs ak digit shift,

left in order to multiply a binary number by x, The Class III product genera-
tor is more complicated, however, because it must preduce p digits of each

partial product at a timc and it mst supply these successively the

operate correctly. The details of the ap a (for "eontrolled delay") unit
of this figure Ls shcwn in Fig. vI-5. When there is only ons output from a
De unit it is understood to cons frou the "1" side of the flipeflop. These
units are supplied with a pulse just befors the inputs to tha product
generator circuit are changed with the purpose of retaining certain digits
which will be needed in the formation of the next digit groun,

The preduct generator circait requires as inputs one level from each of
the righinost p digit. sections of the A register, Proper operation requires
that the A register te shifted p digits at a time. This may be thought of as

sensing" p digits of A at a time.

groupsmini ae

cirenit shown in Fig, Viel; willsame set of Lines, Jt is found thet the

The shift of the A register changes the inputs to the product generator



circuit, Since the flip-flop outpnts do not change immediately after the

shift pulse, thie pulse can also be sent to the D units and the carry units.
The step pulse can ve used for this purpose, and its cecurrence advances the

outputs of the product generator so that the product selectors can select the

next digit sroup.

Each product selector will receive 2 groups of p lines each and

will put out p lines. The preduct selector circuits are all identical to or

degenerate cases" the one sham in Fig, The cireuit operates

exactly like that used by the Class II multipliers.
6.201.2 The mul tiplyadder

The detaizs of the surmation procedure and two muitiplyeadder which

have been cevised for its realization will now be described, This description
will preeeed thru three casss: p= aq, pq and p>q discussed in terms of the

specific examples p * q = 23 p i, q = 23 andp 3, q = 2 with n 16 throughout,
A miltiply-adcer for a miltiplier with any values of » and q can be designed

using one cf these examples as a modal,

The example of Fig, vIe7", where p q 2 and n = 16 will serve as a

basis for this discussion, Fig. Vie7(a) ig meant to represent the arrenge-
ment of the 2-orcer partial products, The digits, represented by the small-
est boxes, are divided into sub-groups of p 2 2 digits each by the heavier

1. Only the procuct selector associated with the leftmost section of the B

repistes can be degenerate, and this cecurs when n is not divisible by q,

i.e., when seme of the digits of the leftmost group of q digits of B are

aluays zero,

2. The multiplier based on this multiply-adder was previously known as the

"2 by 2% multiplier.
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limes. Fig. V 7(b} shows arrangement of blocks for a possible
adder and the aceurmlator, The tuo Lines from each product selector are

assumed to supply the two dipits of each In the same left-toeright
oxder as the two po3sese in Tig. Vi-7(a). The flipeflops of the solid

string of 15 D units constitute the Left half of the accwmlator, The flip-
SLop of the remaining De writ is used for storage of carries,

We shel. discuss the Logical cperation of this sxheme by considering wha'

happens to the first pair of digits put out by the first product selector <

. the outline of this subegroup is emphasized in Fig. Vi-7(a). Since the conter

of the acecnulater and carry flipeflops before the first step pulse are all.

sero'g, these can be no carries into the leftmost pair of adders, ard hence

the digits under consideration will. be stored unchanged in the leftmoat pair
of flipeflcps of the accumilator by the first step pulse, At the second

atep pulse, the complete of these digits with (1) the second pair of

digits put out by the secoid product selector and wits (2) any carry from

adder mumber five added In will be stored in the next pair of accumulator

flip-flops. We shall. now see where the carry which was added in originated
and that it was added into the correct digit colwans This carry ves generater

from the sum of (1) the first pair of digits put out by the second product

selector with (2) the second palr of digits put out by the third product

selector and (3) any earvy entering from adder, A check of Fig,
wil show that this carry was added into the proper column,

Similarly the carry outputs of the seventh, ninth, ets. adders may be checked for

their origin and proper inclusion in the sum. Ths catry output from the third

adder is swumed with the escond pair of digits put cut by the first product

selector, vhnich is a correct procecure according to Fig. VI~-7(a). The carry
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output of the first adder trill be ebored bd the second step pulse, and will
then proceed te add with the : digit of the third pair of sits
put out by the first product selector. Thus all the carries are correctly
handled, an . the accumulator flipflops and the carry 3 considered
as the digit afier the contents of the accunulator, contain the

leftnost n+ 1 digits of the couplete sum of the first, tro digit groups.
The third step pulse cause the sum of our pair of

digits, which have been altered by summation and which are now stored in the
second pair of flip-flops, and with (1) the third pair of digits put out by
the third product selector (which is as it should be according to Fig. VI-7(a)
and with any (2) incoming carry, to be stored in the third pair of accumulator

flipeflops. Again all the carries can be checked and again it will be found

that the accumilator flip-floos plus the carry flip-flop contein the leftmost
igits of the sum of the first three digit groups. Thus after the

step nulse, the sun of the whole column of digits situated above our

i pair of digits, tekiny account of all carries arriving from the

to time right, has been formed and the result stored in the eithth
accumulator flip-flepa, 1.e., the rightmost pair. Upon the next step
thess digits will be shifted eff the end of tho register and sent to

egister, which 1s also being shifted p > 2 digits at a time by each

ase. The sumnation of the columns to the right of the one just
red canbe similarly treced, It is found that each step pulse beginning
2secend one transfers e pair of digits to the A register,
ere sre I= g pairs of te be put out by each product selector,
ne ninth stepping pulse, the continued repetition of the above argument

nat the leftmost n+ 1 digits of the sum of the nine digit croups are

im the acennulator end carry flip-flops, But these include a31 of the

o digits of the 2eorder partial products and hence the Left-most n + 1

of the final product must be those stored. Since the final product
exceed 2n digits in length, the n + digit must be zero, i.@., the



contents of the carry flip-flop must be zero. The rightmost n digits of
the product will be in the A register,

The method of summation discussed above and illustrated in Fig, Vie7
requires a chain of 16 adders, This is undesirable if utmost speed of opera
tion is desired and indicated that an effort should be made to modify the

nultiply-adder, Furthermore, the modification used provides a stepping-stone
to multiplyeadders which can be used by the multipliers for which p<q and p>aq.
It is a-fairly simple modification of the system just discussed, out requires
the addition of a considerable amount of equipment, However, it dees break
down the chain of 16 adders inte 7 chains of two adders each, The modification
is that the cerry outputs of the third, fifth, etc. acders instead of being
sent to the next adder to the left are sent to control gate tubes which in
turmm read into carry flipeflops upon the cecurrence of the step pulse, i.e.,
D, type units pulsed by the step pulse, This system is illustrated in Fig, VI<8
(which does not shown the complete multiplyeadder) and justified below.

The effect of introducing the carry storage is simply to delay the
inelusion of these carries into the sumnation process by one step. This one

step delay necesaitates that the carry flip-flop outputs be returned one pair
of adders to the right of the position to which the carry would otherwise have
been sent, The leftmost pair of adders can be eliminated since there will
never be a carry input to these and hence they will always tranemit the output
of the first product selected or unchanged. After the I = 9 stepping pulse,
all the digits of the partial products will have been added in; however, some

digits may remain in the carry flip-flops. (It may be noted that after any
step pulse the digits stored in the accumulator flip-flops will not necessarily
be the leftmost n + 1 digits of the sum of several groups of Gigite of the
q-order partial products because of the carry storage.) This necessitates a



final carry operation whieh is simply a seed earry, The Db and

whe contro! pvi.se for this operation are not showa in Fig. VI~B, tus are
included ir the draving of Vig. VI-%,

The tro sshenes which have been discussed may be distinguished as the
Aes B3, e 2 the ecg 2 ly.

The example of Fig. whcre 19 q" 2 ani n ™ 16, is used %o

illustrate this caso? « Wig, VIelO(a) represents the arrangement of the

partial products. The digits and the sub-groups are in this case

dentical, Fig. shows the arrangemen' of clocks for the masor

portion ef "he nultiplyeadder and for the accurulater, The

used here i3 directly from the second type discugsed in the p @ case
and can be Jesignated ag ace Bh, 2 x 2. The of the solid string
of 16 D units constitute the accumulator, while the of the

remaining b, wunlts are for carry storare,
The onty blocks omitted from Fir. VI-10(b> are those necossary for the

final cariy opsration, Thus the operation of the circuit for the I = 18

step pulses which preceed the final carry can be checlod thru using this
figure in a manner sinilar to that used above in the 2 case. The

blocks for the final carry operation are included in the more detailed

3

Fig.

The of Fig, Viel2, p = 3, q > 2 and n= 16. is used to
illustrate this cass, As before Fiz, represents the arrangoarent
of the partial procucts, are shorn Civiced into sab=ercups
of three each, Fig. shows the ment of blocks for
the maltiply-adder and the accumletor, omitting those necessary for the

final carry eperaiion, This may be dectenated acs 3h, 3 x 2.

2(a)

Again the flip-flops of the solia string of 16 D vnits constitute the

The multinlier based on the mul discussed bere was previously
known as tg = 24,
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accumilator, while the of the remaining D units are for carry
storarc, The operation ef the circuit for the I = 6 step pulses which

precede the final. carry ean be checked thru using this fipure in a manner

similar to that used in the p = q case.

It must ba noticed that adders are cascaced vertically, that is several
adders occur in the same digit column in the multiplyeadder given for this
ease. Since diode adders can handle this situation with less complication
of control pulses and equipment, was stated in the first paragraph of this
chapter that multiply-adders developed from acs Bl are more adaptable to the

case where p>q. An alternative to the form of the acs Bh used

in Fig. VIel2, but which is not as good as this arrangement, is as Zollows:

The three input adder and controlled delay groups covld be arranged in s
diagonal proceeding from the upper right corner to the lower left corner,
In the specific example given here, this would involve a carry propogate thru

21 three adders instead of a maximum of three in the preferred arrange-
ment, Mention of this alternative is made for the seke of completeness.

The blocks for the final carry operation are included in the block

dlegram of Fig. VIel3. The A register has been included in this figure to

clarify the connection between it and the miltiply-adder,

In each of the foregoing examples a multiplyeadder was introduced which

required a final carry operation, Nothing was aaid in these examles to
assure that the systems presented would perform this final. carry without

error, An error vould result if the pulse mixers in these multiply-adders
and hence the complement iaputs to certain accumulator flipeflops could

@ two pulses separated by lees than the resolution time of the flip-flop.



It can be shown that if q>l these certain accumulator flip-flops
receive at most one complement pulse during the final carry operation and

therefore no error can occrr, This demonstration makes use of the fact that
the tuo leftmost digits of the n+ q digit product of any n digit binary
number with any q digit binary number cannot both be vnity.
6.2.1.3 Use of the A register to store part of the product

The A register must be arranged in I groups, where n/p + 2 n/p,
of p flip-flops eech as incicated in Fig. VI-13. If the outputs of he
rightmost p addars of the multiplyeadder (which provice dipits of the

completed product) are sent directly to the leftmost croup of the A register
flip-flops by the step pulse (assuming that this grour contains p flipeflops -
extra flip-flops end gate tubes are added when necessary), then an A register
will be fiiied with digits of the final product after the I th step pulse.
Sinee the nuaber of step pulses I is 2 3 a number ecual to I - I, of
buffer sections consisting of p controlled delay unite each mst be included
between the outouts of the rightmost p adders and the leftmost group of A

register flip-flops in order that no digits of the predict be lost.
6.2.2 The control section

The ace Bl multiplyeadders described above require only one pulse per

step, and, since it will te necessary to allow the sare time for each step, a

clocked type ecntrol can be used for optimum speed, A possible control is
shown in Fig,
6.3 The multiplication time

A general expression can be developed for the muitiplication tine of
the Keacs Bi, p xq multipliers, This expression iss



the Keacs Bh, p x q multipliers, This expression is:
I [x w)+Cq rust (prt

= * (Cn = pl + 1)+ c+ \I G "Ure(pri Kacr raw ri) pred al[(pricqat
@=1)

max

I (wt

where (n +q)/p + 1>I 2 (n+ a)/p as before.

The cleck pulse perlod must equal the step time. The stop time is
evicent as the coefficient of I in the above expression and includes the full
time for the formation of the digit groups since this must be allowed at each

step. When developing the above e:mression the values of the delays in the

control section of Fig, are assumed to be:

4 * (2 ) where 1 + LoBol >I sc Log,7

(2n * pI) +
6.4 The equipment count

A general expression for the equipment count can be found. Some of the

facts used in the derivation follow: The number of product selectors is I.

2

2

The multiplyeadder containe I, 1 chains of p three input adders each, and

two gate tubes and a flipeflop are associated with each chain. The A register
combined with the flip-flops necessary to store the ovitputs of the product
selectors and the subsequent adder chains (exclusive of the cerry flip-flops)
number pl + a(Z, 21). If pl + a(Z, ~ 1) = 2n>0, thea this number of flip-
flops will be fed directly from the leftmost outputs of the first product
eelector and must contain zero's upon the completion of the multiplication
operation, The gensval expression, making use of ths equipment weights

assigred in Chapter II, is:
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B= p [30 (b+ 6) ef + (c + + SOT + 102n = 2c 20

if qe land i, 23, or

I+ 2° @qigq) SOI + (b =

pa, 1)(2 Iq) 24+ (e+ 601, 2c e 60]
58n =(1/2a + + 701. + 5012c 10a a

>?2, a = 130if q>i and and where if
4 2, 6

praq3 b= 48, csc= 10, d= 0, 2 = 10

p$q3 b= 5%, c= 0, d= 10, e = 0

and the intergers Tye I, I, and I satis

n/p +1>T 2 n/p

(n+ + (n+ a)/p
nf/q + 2

1+ log I >
Lon

2
Log,t

It will be noticed that all possible cases are not cevered by the above

expressions, tut it is felt that all. practical cases will satisfy the restrice
tions given, namely ty

2 3.

There 1s no advantage to having a multiplier operate with a smaller

nultiplication time than that required to reduce the instruction overshoot

time, 0, {introdieed in section 1.1), to zero, Thus if themultivlication

6.5 An optimu ruitiviier

cime which just reduces 0,. to zero is specified and f n, the digit Length1

of the numbers to be handled, is aiso specified, ther. the Keacs Bu, xa
multiplier which has a minimum equipment count while giving a multiplication
time less than equal te the epecified value may ve considered to be the
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optimum multiplier of this class. The equations to te handled in finding
the values of p and q for this optimum multiplier are extremely awkvard for
two reasons: first they are not continuous, end second they are transcendental
because of the 24 terms in the equipment count expresion. The first difficulty
ean be removed by replacing the integers I, I etc. by their lower bounds and

then letting p and q vary continuously. A curve can then be drawn in the

plane for any specified miltinlication time uging the new continuous time

expression and the values for the time delays given in Table Ilol. Further-
more, 1t will be found that the multiplication time increases as p decreases

then q is constant, or as q increases when p ig constant. Thus a set of

points having integral coefficients can be determinec. the peq plane such

that the multiplication time associated wth each point is either less than

or near (it may be alightly greater) the specified zlue. Substituting the

time delay values from Chapter II into the new continuous equipment count

expression which holds when q>1, it is found that the count given by this
expression increases when p is increased and q is held constant and vice-versa,
Thus only a few of those points of the above mentioned set which are nearest the

origin need be singled out for more detailed attenticn since the equipment

counts for the remainder will be too large. Other pcints for q 1 can easily
be found and included in this group. The "exact" miltiplication time for
each point of this group chovld now be calculated, since seme of these values my
exceed the specified value and thus be eliminated, The exact equipment count

for the remaining points can then be calculated and the multiplier with the

minimum count discovered, In this way the second of the above mentioned

difficulties, namely the solution of transcendental equations, is avoided,



Pertinent facts concerning the optimum multiplier when n = 16 and

+$ 6.5 wsec., the value which will be specified for ihe multiplication
time required for zero Os then a magnetic core memory is used, are:

p*2,q7l
t = 653 sec.
E = 579)
T = 0.58 psec. or clock frequency = 1,72 mc

It should bs emphasized that this is merely the optimum Keacs Bl, p x q

multiplier,
6.6 Two Other Clase III mltipliers

The Bl, p x q multiplier having miniaum equipment count «hen

t $10 sec, end n= 16 was determined, along with the consequent values of
% and E, in orcer to have a Class III multiplier to be compared with the

previously developed multipliers in this time interval. The pertinent values
are p = 3, 2, t = 8.9 usec and & = 5330. The clocs frequency required for
the stated multiplication time is 85h kilocyeles per szcond.

The Keacs Bu, p x q multiplier with the least equipment count when n = 16

can be determined, For this multiplier D 1, q = 2, t * 19,8 usec., L314
and the clock frequency required is 1.0 megacycle per zecond.
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Chapter VII

Compariaon of the Multipliers
7el An optimum multiplier

The equipment counts and average mltiplication times of the mlti-
pliers which have been discussed are presented in Table and a come

parison of the mLtipliers on the basis of these two measures is greatly
facilitated by the scatter plot of Fig, (the peints of which are

mumbered to correspond with the entries in Table VII-1). The aid to a

comparison furnished by the scatter plot is increased by circling the points
A dottedcorresponding to those mltipliers for which t, ave

line is drawn on the figure at the estimated value of the maximum multipli-
cation time which gives an instruction overshoot time of zero when a mage

netic core memory is used, thus pointing up the optimum multiplier as de-

fined in section 6.5. It is seen, the, that the optimum Class III multiplier
is also the optimum multiplier of al those studied,

It is worthwhile to emphasize here the rather obvicus fact that the

multiplication time and the equipment count depend partly upon the time

delays and the equipment weights for the circuits which realize the logical
blocks. This study aimed at minimizing these two measures thru rearrangement

of the logical blocks only.
It is interesting to consider other possibilities for the definition of

how te specify an optimum multiplier. Clearly the definition of optimum for
a multiplier could be formally broadened go that time is varieble, and with

each value of time a specific, minimal equipment count miltiplier (of a closed

class) would be associated as optimal. Then a specification of a time, signi-
ficant for some reason, would automatically designate the associated optimal.

multiplier as the optimum. For instance for e value of t = 1C usec., Fig. Vilel
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Table

Summary of the Multipliers
Number Multiplier [Equipment Count n 16) Average Time n = 16

1 Bl 4772 17.3

2 B2 4578 17.1
Keacs BL 5110 15.2%

4 Keacs B2 752. 1.3*
S Ceac.s B 24.8

6 B 4522 20

7 Ceaces BL 3868 18

8 B2 3724 23 07

9 Dl 082 18.5e 10 Ceac,s D2 3856 18.8

11 D3 4180 18.1

12 Ceasc B 036 20

13 Ceacs Bl 392) 16,2

Ceacs B2 4172 1h.9

15 Keacs D 43h7 9.8 *

16 B 368) 22

17 Keac.s D3, q = 2 5730 10.9 *

18 Keacs B2, q = 2 7310 *

19 Keacs Bh, 2x1 579% 6.3 *

20 Keacs Bh, 3x2 5330 8.97
21 Keacs Bl, 1 x 2 4314 19.8 *

sec.

3

4172

C-as.c

Keae.s

ax * tain tave for these multipliera,
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shows that multiplier 15, namely Keacs D (formerly Aas), would be an optimal

multiplier, Or this scheme could be applied with equipment count as the

variable if there was some maximum value of equipment count? to use in find
ind the optimum multiplier. If there is no significant value of either of
the measures to fasten upon in defining an optimum, then perhaps it would

be best to minimize time-equipment count product, time-equipment count sum

(probably with weighting coefficients), or some other combination of the

two measures. The combination to be used might be chosen, for instance,
simply because it is the easiest to work with in finding an optimum mlti-
plier from Cless III ag there seems to be no other criterion.
7.2 On a general background to the maltipliers studied

The different schemes for the mechanization of multiplication are ine

numerable; this report attempted to present in organized fashion only a few of
them. This organization can be visualized as shown in Fig. Vil=2. The

development of all the multipliers discussed here was based upon the fact that
one way to find the product of two numbers is to sum the digits of the partial
products. There are undoubtedly many other ways of finding products; for
exanple, a halving and doubling procedure can be used."

The particular muztipliers which could be developed upon the above

mentioned basis of summing the digits of the partial products of course were

dependent upon the logical blocks available and also upon the method used for
discovering how to interconnect these blocks to achieve certain logically dee

fined aims. For instance the multipliers could have been designed using the

method presented by D. A. Huffman in his MIT doctoral thesis "The Design of

Sequential Switching Circuits". An unusual feature of this method is that
1 Such a situation might result if the device were to a limited space

and if equipment count could at least roughly be related to space require-
ments,
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logical blocks for storage, such as flip-flops or controlled delay units, are
not necessary but can be derived from more elementary units.
7.3 A mitiplier as the nucleus of an arithmetic element

The measures of multiplication time and equipment count are useful in
comparing the multipliers only if the one finally chosen is to be used only
to miltiply. However, if it ig to operate as part of a general purpose come

puter then, since equipment must be conserved, it is important that part of the

equipment used to multiply also be used to add, subtract and divide. Varying
amounts of additional equipment will be needed to convert the different multi-
pliers introduced into such arithmetic elements, A count of this equipment

plus the original equipment count, and the SAIT introduced in section 1.1
could be used for comparing the arithmetic elements resulting from the various

multipliers,
Although beyond the scope of this report, a brief consideration of the

steps which must be taken to convert the various multipliers into arithmetic
elements and of the conccmitant equipment needs is given in the next three

sections. No consideration is given to the times required for the added cperae
tions however,

7.3.1 Adaptation of the multipliers for addition
If one of the numbera to be summed is placed in the eccumulator and the

other in the A register, then many of the Class I multipliers need only the

addition of a control to supply the proper commands to form the sum. The Class
I multipliers which combine a shift right with a command necessary to form the sum

required, in addition to a control, gate tubes so that a shift left can be per-
2 See Table 13.4 and the accompanying text on page 20 of Synthesis of Electronic

Computing and Control Circuits by the staff of the Harvard Computation Labora-

tory, Harvard University Press, 1951.
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formed as the last command of the summation sequence. Since a separate shift \

left command is often required in an arithmetic element these gate tubes may

not be "excess" equipment, i.e., equipment used only for summations, The

foregoing remarks apply also th the Class II multipliers with the one altera-
tion that the shift left must be for q digits instead of one digit. In addie

tion, the rightmost q digit columns of the B register must be initially set
to 0 °°°Ol,

If for the Class III multipliers for which p
2
q the rightmost p digits of

the A register are set to then one of the numbers to be summed can be

placed in the B register., and the digits of this number will appear on appro-
priate lines from the product selectors, However, if pq considerable additional
equipment in the form of flip-flops, three input adders, etc, will ne needed,
since one of the numbers to be summed can no longer be placed in the B register.
This is so because the product selectors no longer provide a sufficient number

of lines to furnish the entire contents of B to the (insufficient number of)
adder8 ° The extra flip-flops will be used to fill in the "gaps" in the carry
register; the number to be summed can then be stored in this register, The

extra adders will be used to make up a "complete string" with those already
present. Level "and" gates and "or" gates will also be necessary in order to
allow the effective interchange of connections which will be necessary within
the device whenever it is to be converted to an adcer, Furthermore, either
the A register or the B register must be cleared initially.

For either of the above cases of the relative values of p and q the other
number to be summed can be placed in the accumlator register and then shifted
p digits to the left.
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(An extra set of shift gates is therefore required as well as an extension
of the accumulator to the left by a few flip-flops and the addition of a
few three input adders.) The sum will then be formed by pulsing the step
line.
72322 Sign handling and adaptation for subtraction

No mention has been made of designing the multipliers to handle

negative numbers; but since the magnitude of the product of two numbers is
independent of their signs, any mltiplier that will handle positive numbers

can be converted to handle both positive and negative numbers by the addition
of3 (1) flip-flops for storage of the signs, and (2) a very simple control
circuit using the outputs of the sign storage flip-flops to determine the
sign of the product,

A somewhat more complex control must be added if the multip]ier is
generalized to a device able to sum both positive and negative numbers by
making use of 1's (or "9'gt) complements Such a device can be made to
subtract simply by inverting the one's and zero's and the sign of the
number to be subtracted and then proceeding as in additions,
7.3.3 Adaptation for division and other operations

Once the arithmetic element is able to subtract, the main alteration
necessary in order that it be able to divide is the addition of a divide
control unit, The ability to perform other operations may also be required
of the arithmetic element such as the shift left already mentioned above and

the "mask" or sumemoculo=two"t operation (a partial add without carry storage).

3

> See Digital Computer Laboratory Report R-127, Vol. I, section h.12.
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A conclusion can be drawn from sections 7.3.1 thru 7,3.3 that all the

multipliers with the exception of those of Class III for which p<q are roughly
comparable from the standpoint of the equipment to be added when used as the
nucleus of an arithmetic element,

Logical complexity and its effect upon serviceability
It has been suggested that the realizations of the Class III multipliers

would be more difficult to service than those of the Class I and Class II
multipliers because the former are logically more canplex than the latter,
The authors feel that the logical complexity of the Class III multipliers is
not sufficiently greater than thet of the other two classes to cause more

than a negligible increase in the difficulty of servicing provided the

groups of three input adders and controlled delay units in the multiply-adder

TeL

of such a multiplier are treated as units, e.g., each 'group or czch member of
each group could constitute a sirgle plug-in unit.




